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1. Introduction
 .Photosystem I PS I is a pigment protein complex
embedded in the photosynthetic membrane of oxy-
genic photosynthetic organisms higher plants, algae
.and cyanobacteria . Under illumination with light at
wavelengths shorter than approx. 700 nm photon
.energy higher than approx. 1.77 eV , PS I performs a
transmembrane electron transfer from its primary
electron donor, a special chlorophyll pair named P700
referring to the wavelength of maximal bleaching
.upon oxidation , through a chain of intermediate
electron acceptors, to the terminal acceptor originally
named P430 now known to be one or both of two
w x .closely spaced 4Fe-4S clusters called F and F .A B
 .yThe reduced terminal acceptor F F is a strongA B
 .reductant redox midpoint potential E fy540 mV .m
Under physiological conditions, it donates its excess
q electron to NADP via water soluble ferredoxin or
.in some cases flavodoxin on the stromal side of the
photosynthetic membrane, while the oxidant P700q
 .E f490 mV receives an electron from waterm
 .oxidising photosystem II PS II via the cytochrome
b f complex and water soluble plastocyanin or in6
.some cases cytochrome c on the lumenal side.6
Thus, PS I acts in series with PS II as a driving force
in linear electron transport from water to NADPq.
However, PS I alone may also drive a cyclic electron
transport, the pathway of which is not yet well estab-
w xlished 122 .
When no suitable extrinsic donors and acceptors
are available, the charge separated state P700q
 .yF F decays by internal charge recombination,A B
but this dissipative reaction is relatively slow t f1r2
.50 ms so that it can hardly compete with electron
transfer to and from the soluble electron carriers
under physiological conditions. The standard free
q  .yenergy of the state P700 F F is approx. 1.03A B
eV above that of the neutral ground state estimated
.from the midpoint potentials . This corresponds to
 .nearly 60% of the minimal photon energy 1.77 eV
required for charge separation in PS I.
Considering the different photosynthetic reaction
centres discovered so far, it has been suggested to
classify them in two groups, according to the chemi-
cal nature of the terminal electron acceptor: the iron-
 .sulphur type or type I comprising PS I and the
reaction centres of green sulphur bacteria and he-
 .liobacteria, and the quinone type or type II compris-
ing PS II and the reaction centres of purple bacteria
and certain green bacteria, such as Chloroflexus
w x80,184 . A breakthrough in the understanding of
photosynthetic charge separation in a quinone type
reaction centre was achieved through the crystallisa-
tion and X-ray structure determination of purple bac-
w xterial reaction centres at atomic resolution 50 ; ac-
counts of recent research on structure and function of
purple bacterial reaction centres can be found in Refs.
w x19,165 . It is of particular interest to establish whether
the charge separation mechanisms in other photosyn-
thetic reaction centres are similar to those in purple
bacteria or whether rather distinct mechanisms have
evolved in different organisms. Possibly, the first two
steps of charge separation fast electron transfer from
the excited primary donor chlorophyll via pheophytin
.or chlorophyll to a quinone occur rather similarly in
all photosynthetic reaction centres. The subsequent
electron transport to the low potential iron sulphur
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centres in the type I reaction centres, however, has no
analogue in type II reaction centres. In PS I, this
electron transport involves a phylloquinone and three
w xdistinct 4Fe-4S clusters with presumably rather small
free energy gaps for the individual electron transfer
 .steps see Section 6 . The understanding of these
steps may be relevant to other biological electron
transfer reactions with small driving forces.
The recent crystallisation of the PS I complex from
the cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. now reclassi-
w xfied as Synechococcus elongatus 69 and the X-ray
˚structure analysis at a resolution of 4.5 A
w x138,218,276,277 provided essential new informa-
tion on the structure of the PS I complex. Although
only some of the cofactors could so far be identified
and located unambiguously in the electron density
map, these structural data are highly relevant for the
elucidation of the electron transfer pathway and for
the interpretation of kinetic and spectroscopic data on
electron transfer in PS I. On the other hand, kinetic
and spectroscopic data may provide helpful con-
straints for the interpretation of the X-ray diffraction
data. It is the purpose of the present review to
confront structural data with kinetic and spectro-
scopic data in order to improve our understanding of
electron transfer within the PS I complex. The main
emphasis will be on recent publications which are
relevant in this context. For more comprehensive
reviews and coverage of earlier literature on PS I, the
wreader may consult, e.g., Refs. 77,78,82,144,158,
x209,229 .
2. Summary of some basic features of photosystem
I
2.1. Composition and architecture of the PS I com-
plex
The PS I complex is composed of more than 10
subunits, named PsaA to PsaN for alternative
w x.nomenclatures, see Ref. 43 . The two largest sub-
 .  .units, PsaA 83.2 kDa and PsaB 82.5 kDa are
homologous and form the heterodimeric core of PS I.
They bind a large number of antenna pigments see
.Section 2.2 , as well as all known redox cofactors
except iron-sulphur clusters F and F . The latter areA B
 .bound to PsaC 8.9 kDa , a peripheral protein located
on the stromal side of the PS I complex. PsaA, PsaB
and PsaC are highly conserved between different
organisms. The other subunits have molecular masses
between 3 and 17 kDa and are mostly less well
conserved. They are believed to play structural roles,
 .e.g., for the docking of ferredoxin PsaD and PsaE
 .and plastocyanin PsaF , for the formation of PS I
 .trimers in cyanobacteria PsaL and PsaI , or for the
correct assembly and stability of the PS I complex.
Some of the subunits may be specific for certain
organisms PsaM was detected only in cyanobacteria,
.PsaG, PsaH and PsaN only in plants and algae . A
model for the architecture of the PS I complex as
w xproposed by Golbeck 78 is shown in Fig. 1. It
includes only proteins which are common to both
eukaryotic and cyanobacterial PS I. For references
and details on the polypeptides of PS I, the reader is
w xreferred to recent reviews 43,81 .
It is of note that the recent refinement of the
Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the architecture of PS I as
w xproposed by Golbeck 78 prior to the publication of the X-ray
crystallography data. Only those proteins common to both eu-
karyotic and cyanobacterial PS I are illustrated. Reproduced, with
permission, from the Annual Review of Plant Physiology and
Plant Molecular Biology, Volume 43, q1992, by Annual Re-
views Inc.
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crystal structure analysis of PS I allowed the observa-
tion of 29 transmembrane helices, from which twice
11 could be attributed to the subunits PsaA and PsaB,
w xrespectively, because of their symmetry relation 218 ,
in line with the number of transmembrane helices
predicted from hydrophobicity plots of PsaA and
w xPsaB 66,132,179,180 .
2.2. Antenna system and excitation energy transfer
The subunits PsaA and PsaB contain together ap-
prox. 100 Chl a molecules and 12–16 b-carotenes
which absorb incident light and direct the excitation
energy to the primary electron donor, P700. In higher
 .plants and algae but not in cyanobacteria , PS I is
associated with another antenna system, the light-
 .harvesting complex I LHC-I which consists of a
number of proteins carrying together approx. 100
chlorophyll molecules Chl a and Chl b at a ratio of
.approx. 3.5:1 . The presence of a large number of
antenna pigments on the two subunits carrying most
of the redox cofactors of PS I is in contrast to type II
 .reaction centres see Section 1 where most antenna
pigments are organised in separate antenna proteins.
Thus, the study of excitation energy transfer in PS I
may increase our knowledge about different ways of
‘light-harvesting’ realised in nature.
The antenna system of PS I contains several spec-
tral forms of Chl a with absorption maxima between
666 and 693 nm, and a few ‘long wavelength’
chlorophylls absorbing beyond 700 nm for different
.organisms the peaks vary between 708 and 730 nm ,
i.e., the excited state energies of the latter are below
that of P700. Excitation energy transfer from the
antenna pigments to P700 and trapping presumably
.due to primary charge separation occurs in about
20–40 ps in PS I lacking LHC-I, and 50–120 ps in
the presence of LHC-I, as concluded from the decay
kinetics of fluorescence. The short lifetime of the
excited states explains the low fluorescence yield of
 .PS I below 1% in isolated PS I . With respect to the
spatial and functional organisation of the antenna
chlorophylls and especially of the ‘long wavelength’
chlorophylls, several rather crude models have been
proposed which could simulate experimental data on
excitation energy transfer. Refinement of the crystal
structure of PS I from Synechococcus elongatus
should help to put forward more realistic models. It is
of note that the antenna chlorophylls observed in the
most recent electron density map are located prefer-
entially close to the periphery of subunits PsaA and
w xPsaB 218 . Such a structure may be in favour of a
‘transfer-to-the-trap limited’ process as suggested re-
w xcently by Valkunas et al. 258 . In their model, the
typical distance between antenna chlorophylls and
P700 is larger than the typical distance in between
neighbouring antenna pigments, and the trapping rate
 .is in fact limited by the relatively slow tf30 ps
energy transfer from the antenna chlorophylls to P700.
For references and details on energy transfer in PS I,
w xthe reader is referred to a recent review 262 .
2.3. The electron transport chain
It is widely accepted that the electron transport
 .chain of PS I see Figs. 1 and 2 comprises the
 .primary electron donor P700 dimer of Chl a and 5
 .electron acceptors: the primary acceptor A Chl a ,0
the secondary acceptor A , phylloquinone, known1
. also as vitamin K , the tertiary acceptor F inter-1 X
w xpolypeptide 4Fe-4S cluster which bridges subunits
.PsaA and PsaB , and the terminal acceptors F andA
 w x .F both 4Fe-4S clusters bound to subunit PsaC .B
F , F and F , in their reduced forms, can be distin-X A B
guished spectroscopically by low temperature EPR
 .see Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 . The arrangement of
the redox cofactors as depicted in Fig. 1 from Ref.
w x.78 is a very schematic one which was proposed
prior to the publication of the X-ray crystallography
 .data see Section 3.1 . Upon excitation of P700 to its
 ).lowest excited singlet state P700 , an electron is
transferred from P700) to A and further to A on a0 1
picosecond time scale, then further to F on aX
nanosecond time scale and finally to F andror FB A
with not yet well established kinetics. A widely
accepted scheme of charge separation in PS I, based
on measured and estimated midpoint potentials, is
 w xshown in Fig. 2 adapted from Ref. 82 and supple-
mented with kinetic data reviewed in Section 4.1;
note that a modification of some of the indicated
.midpont potentials will be suggested in Section 6 .
Recent experimental results and ideas on electron
transfer in PS I will be presented and discussed in
detail below.
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Fig. 2. Energetics of charge separation in PS I as proposed by
 w x.Golbeck and Bryant adapted from Fig. 1 in Ref. 82 . Time
constants of electron transfer at room temperature see Section
.4.1 are also indicated.
2.4. Relationship with other type-I reaction centres
As was pointed out by Nitschke and Rutherford
w x184 , the reaction centre of green sulphur bacteria,
the reaction centre of heliobacteria and PS I show
important similarities which distinguish them from
 .type-II reaction centres see Section 1 , such as the
w xpresence of low potential 4Fe-4S clusters which
serve as terminal electron acceptors, the chemical
nature of the primary acceptor chlorophyll, instead
.of pheophytin in type-II reaction centres , and the
presence of a large number of antenna pigments
within the reaction centre core. There are also signifi-
cant sequence homologies between the largest sub-
units of the type-I reaction centres, and it is believed
that they share a common ancestor. Interestingly,
both green sulphur bacteria and heliobacteria appar-
ently contain a homodimeric protein core, consisting
of two identical copies of a single polypeptide
w x36,149 , in contrast to the PsaArPsaB heterodimer
in PS I. This may suggest that two symmetric elec-
tron transfer pathways are active in green sulphur
w xbacteria and heliobacteria 36,149 . For references
and details on the reaction centres of green sulphur
bacteria and heliobacteria, the reader is referred to
w xrecent review articles 3,64,80 .
3. Recent data on the nature and arrangement of
the redox cofactors
3.1. X-ray crystallography data
Based on X-ray diffraction of PS I crystals from
˚Synechococcus elongatus at a resolution of 4.5 A,
w xSchubert et al. 218 derived a model for the arrange-
ment of the redox cofactors within the PS I complex
 .Fig. 3 . The positions of the centres of the three
 .iron-sulphur clusters cubane-like structures in Fig. 3
were well resolved because of their high electron
densities. The assignment of F was obvious becauseX
it is bound to the core subunits PsaA and PsaB, and
should hence be deeper in the complex than F andA
F which are bound to the extrinsic subunit PsaC. ItB
is not yet possible, however, to decide which of the
two peripheral clusters is F and which F . There-A B
fore, I use the term F for the cluster proximate toAB1
F , and F for the distal cluster. With respect to theX AB2
chemical nature of F which was controversial forX
 w x .some time see Refs. 77,144 for reviews , the com-
parable electron densities of the three iron-sulphur
Fig. 3. Model for the arrangement of the redox cofactors of PS I
w xfrom Synechococcus elongatus proposed by Schubert et al. 218
˚on the basis of X-ray diffraction data at a resolution of 4.5 A.
The membrane plane is perpendicular to the connection between
˚the centres of P700 and F . Distances are given in A. RedrawnX
w xfrom Ref. 218 with modification of the nomenclature.
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clusters contradict the notion that F may be aX
w x2Fe-2S cluster and support that F has the sameX
w xcomposition as F and F , i.e., is a 4Fe-4S clusterA B
w x w x138 . The orientations of the 4Fe-4S clusters could
not be determined from the X-ray diffraction data at
the present resolution, but for F and F a proposalA B
based on EPR data on single crystals was put forward
 .see Section 3.2.5 .
P700 was assigned to an electron density which –
in agreement with spectroscopic data see Section
.3.2.1 – could be modeled by two chlorophylls hav-
ing their planes parallel to each other and perpendicu-
˚lar to the membrane, with a distance of 4.5 A be-
˚tween the planes and 7.5 A between the centres of the
˚chlorophylls note that the distance of 9 A quoted in
w x . Ref. 218 was an erratum Witt, H.T., personal
.communication . In search for the primary acceptor
w xA , Schubert et al. 218 found two electron densities0
compatible with Chl a molecules at positions corre-
sponding to those of the two bacteriopheophytins in
purple bacterial reaction centres. One of them was
 X .assumed to represent A , while the other one A0 0
would be a member of a symmetry-related but inac-
tive electron transfer branch, in analogy to purple
 X.bacteria. Two further Chl a molecules A and A at
positions corresponding to the accessory bacterio-
chlorophylls in purple bacteria were also fitted into
the electron density map. Thus, the arrangement of
the redox centres involved in primary charge separa-
tion may be similar to that in purple bacteria, al-
though it seems still possible that higher resolved
data will reveal structural elements differing from
those in purple bacteria. Fig. 3 also shows two posi-
tions where the electron density map could possibly
 X .accommodate phylloquinone molecules A and A .1 1
However, they were not yet distinguishable from
w xaromatic side chains of a-helices 218 . It is not yet
clear along which of the two indicated branches
w xelectron transfer from P700 to F proceeds 218 .X
The possibility that both branches are active in PS I
 .cannot be ruled out at present see Section 4.1.2 .
3.2. Biochemical and spectroscopic data
3.2.1. P700
It was disputed for long time whether P700 is a
monomer or a dimer, and whether it is constituted of
Chl a or of some Chl a derivative, but most evidence
is now in favour of a dimer of regular Chl a see Ref.
w x .220 for a review . Arguments in favour of a
monomeric nature of P700 were mainly based on the
 q.spectroscopic features of its oxidised state P700
3 .and its triplet state P700 which appeared to be
indicative of monomeric Chl a. These data are not in
contradiction, however, with P700 being made of two
chlorophylls which interact in the singlet excited state
to yield optical properties of an excitonically coupled
 w xdimer see Ref. 45 for a brief description of exciton
. qcoupling ; nevertheless, the positive charge of P700
and the unpaired spins of 3P700 may be localised on
one of these two chlorophylls, leaving the other one
in the neutral ground state at least on the time scale
characteristic for the respective measurement; slow
electron or triplet hopping between the two chloro-
w x.phylls could still occur; see, e.g., Ref. 240 . In line
w xwith this idea, Schaffernicht and Junge 213 ex-
plained the main features of the optical P700qrP700
difference spectrum between 670 and 720 nm as a
 .superposition of three spectral components: 1 disap-
pearance of a wide band around 695 nm attributed to
 .the superposition of the two overlapping Q excitony
bands of a Chl a dimer with weak or negligible
 .exciton coupling not resolved in the experiments ,
 .2 appearance of a narrower band around 690 nm
with approx. half the oscillator strength of component
1, attributed to the Q transition of the non-oxidisedy
q  .chlorophyll in P700 , and 3 a bathochromic band-
shift centred around 688 nm reflecting the local
 .electrochromic response of nearby Chl a molecule s
to the formation of P700q. A variation of the ampli-
tude of component 3 might account for the variability
of the observed P700qrP700 difference spectra be-
tween different samples and as a function of tempera-
w xture 214 . It is generally accepted that the low energy
exciton band of P700 is around 695 nm and accounts
for the majority of the oscillator strength of P700 in
the Q region. For the high energy exciton band, any
alternative position around 650 nm with weak inten-
. w xsity has been proposed 52,267 ; this implies a
stronger excitonic coupling between the two chloro-
phylls than in the case of two overlapping bands
w xclose to 695 nm as assumed in Ref. 213 , but would
be consistent with what was expected for a dimer of
Chl a with the same geometry as the primary donors
w x  .in purple bacteria 267 see also below .
Recent reports using magnetic resonance spectro-
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scopies to study P700q at cryogenic temperatures
w x49,58,125–127,153,202 support earlier conclusions
 w x.reviewed in Ref. 220 that the unpaired spin is
either distributed asymmetrically over two chloro-
 .phylls spin-density ratio G3:1 or is even com-
 .pletely localised on one possibly modified chloro-
phyll with a spin-density distribution different from
that in monomeric Chl aq in vitro. The g-tensor of
P700q was measured with high resolution at room
w xtemperature using a 140 GHz EPR spectrometer 198 .
Predominant localisation of the positive charge on
one chlorophyll was also supported by a recent study
of P700 oxidation by Fourier transform infrared dif-
w x w xference spectroscopy at 58C 90 ; see Ref. 220 for a
discussion of earlier data from vibrational spectro-
scopies.
w xSieckmannn et al. 240 studied the spin-polarised
EPR spectrum of 3P700 as a function of temperature.
It turned out that the non-axial zero field splitting
< <parameter E decreased by 40–45% when increasing
the temperature from 4 to 298 K; the axial parameter
< <D was nearly constant throughout this temperature
< < < <range. The values of D and E observed at below
approx. 50 K were indicative of a triplet state lo-
calised on a single Chl a, in agreement with earlier
 w x.observations reviewed in Ref. 220 . The decrease
< < < <of E at higher temperatures without change of D ,
was explained by a ‘delocalisation’ presumably by
 8 y1. .rapid )10 s hopping of the triplet excitation
over two chlorophylls which have their magnetic
 .z-axes and hence their planes parallel, and their
magnetic y-axes at an angle of approx. 558. Thus,
these data provide new evidence for a dimeric nature
of P700 and allow a prediction for the orientation of
 .the two chlorophylls see below .
New evidence in favour of a dimeric nature of
P700 was also obtained from measurements of the
Stark effect, yielding a 5-fold larger change in the
permanent dipole moment, Dm, on excitation of P700
w xcompared to monomeric Chl a 139,140 ; the large
value of Dm was explained by a charge transfer
contribution to the singlet excited state of P700 as
observed in other chlorophyll dimers. Magnetic circu-
lar dichroism data were also interpreted as indication
w xfor a dimeric nature of P700 186 .
With respect to the orientation of the two chloro-
phylls relative to each other and relative to the mem-
brane, predictions from spectroscopic data can now
be compared with the electron density map obtained
from X-ray diffraction of PS I crystals. EPR spectra
of 3P700 in PS I complexes oriented on mylar sheets
indicated that the plane of the chlorophyll carrying
the triplet excitation at low temperature is perpendic-
w xular to the membrane 210 , and according to Ref.
w x  .240 see above , the two chlorophylls, over which
the triplet excitation is delocalised at room tempera-
ture, should have their planes parallel to each other.
A chlorophyll dimer with this orientation could in
fact be fitted into the electron density map at a
w x position which is reasonable for P700 218 see
.above . The in-plane orientations of the two chloro-
phylls cannot yet be resolved by X-ray crystallogra-
phy. In the following, I will put forward a suggestion
based on spectroscopic results.
w x  .According to Ref. 240 see above , the angle
between the magnetic y-axes of the individual triplet
states of the two chorophylls should be approx. 558.
Assuming a symmetric arrangement of the two
chlorophylls with a C axis perpendicular to the2
membrane the transmembrane helices of PsaA and
PsaB are approximately related by such a symmetry
w x.218 , the magnetic y-axes of each of the two
chlorophylls should be tilted out of the membrane by
either 27.58 or 62.58. Only the latter value is compati-
ble with the reported tilt angle of 60–708 for the
magnetic y-axis of the localised triplet state at low
w x w xtemperature 210 . It was recently reported 268 that
the magnetic y-axis of 3Chl a lies in the chlorophyll
plane at an angle of 35–458 depending on the sol-
. vent from the optical Q transition moment they
latter coincides approx. with the molecular y-axis
.connecting the nitrogens of pyrrole rings I and III .
This leads to Q transition moments of the con-y
stituents of P700 tilted by either approx. 22.58 or
77.58 from the membrane. Only the former value is
compatible with the observation that the main optical
bleaching due to the oxidation of P700 around 700
.nm is polarised almost parallel to the membrane
w x25,26 , since for tilt angles exceeding 458, the
stronger one of the two exciton bands of P700 would
be polarised perpendicularly to the membrane. Fig. 4
shows an arrangement of the two chlorophylls which
is consistent with these considerations y denotesT
.the magnetic y-axes of the localised triplet states .
Other consistent orientations can be obtained by ro-
tating both chlorophylls by 1808 around their Q -axesy
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the proposed arrangement of the two chloro-
phylls constituting P700. The C axis is perpendicular to the2
membrane. y denotes the magnetic y-axes of the triplet statesT
localised on the individual chlorophylls. See text for further
details and other possible orientations of the chlorophylls.
or around their Q -axes or around axes parallel to Cx 2
and through the centres of the chlorophylls or any
.combination of these rotations ; stromal and lumenal
sides may also be exchanged. The arrangement shown
in Fig. 4 is the one which most resembles the struc-
ture of the primary donors in purple bacteria. It is of
w xnote that similar arguments in Ref. 240 did not lead
w xto a consistent picture because – based on Ref. 254
– the magnetic y-axis of the triplet state was as-
sumed to be approx. parallel to the optical Q transi-y
tion moment of Chl a. A structure similar to the one
w xin Fig. 4 was recently suggested by Kaß 124 based¨
on an ENDOR study on PS I crystals.
For a pair of Chl a molecules arranged as in Fig. 4
˚with a distance of 7.5 A between the centres and 4.5
˚ .A between the planes; see Section 3.1 , exciton the-
 w x.ory in its simplest form e.g., Ref. 45 predicts an
exciton coupling of 186 cmy1, corresponding to a
separation of about 18 nm between the two exciton
 2bands calculated with a dipole strength of 16.7 D
 . w x.for the Q 0,0 transition of Chl a 234 . The lowy
and high energy exciton bands should be polarised
parallel and perpendicular to the membrane, respec-
tively, and their intensity ratio should be about 6:1.
While these polarisations and a dominance of the low
 .energy band at 695 nm are compatible with experi-
 .mental results see above , the predicted exciton cou-
w xpling is stronger than suggested in Ref. 213 , but
w xweaker than in the alternative suggestion 52,267
 .see above . This may indicate that either the distance
between the chlorophylls or their orientations in the
 . above structural model Fig. 4 are not correct note
that the orientations were derived with the unproved
.assumption of a C symmetry for P700 . It should2
also be mentioned that environmental shifts of the
band positions possibly different for the two chloro-
. phylls and coupling to other chlorophylls e.g., A
X .and A in Fig. 3 may affect the exciton splitting.
With respect to the coordination of P700 within
the PS I protein complex, attempts to identify histi-
dine ligands to the two chlorophylls constituting P700
w xhave been reported. The suggestion 203 that his-
tidines in the membrane span VIII of PsaA and PsaB
may coordinate these chlorophylls was not supported
by the analysis of site-directed mutations in Chlamy-
w xdomonas reinhardtii 47 . As further candidates, his-
tidine 656 in membrane span X of PsaB and the
w xhomologous histidine in PsaA were proposed 47,69 .
w xConsistent with this proposal, Krabben et al. 137
found that the 1H-ENDOR spectrum of P700q and
the optical P700qrP700 difference spectrum of the
H656N mutant were significantly modified as com-
pared to wild-type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.
3.2.2. A0
The primary electron acceptor A is often consid-0
ered to be a monomeric Chl a see, e.g., Refs.
w x .60,82,144 for reviews ; this assignment could well
account for the extremely low midpoint potential of
A , but should still be regarded with caution because0
spectroscopic characterisation of Ay during forward0
electron transfer turned out to be rather difficult see
.Section 4.1.1 . Proposals that A may be a derivative0
2  X.of Chl a, e.g., the C13 -epimer Chl a or a Chl a
w xdimer are still under discussion 154,267 ; see also
w xRef. 4 for a review on earlier work. A well resolved
AyrA absorption difference spectrum was deduced0 0
from a study of charge recombination in the primary
pair P700qAy in a PS I preparation where the0
 .secondary acceptor A phylloquinone , carotenoids1
and approx. 90% of the antenna chlorophylls had
w x been extracted by ethyl ether 167 it should be
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considered that such an extraction may have modified
the interactions in between the remaining pigments
.and between the pigments and the protein . To obtain
the AyrA difference spectrum, a P700qrP700 dif-0 0
ference spectrum was subtracted from the measured
P700qAyrP700A difference spectrum. The spec-0 0
trum obtained showed bleachings around 690 and
430 nm and absorption increases around 760 and 460
nm, compatible with A being a Chl a with its Q0 y
transition shifted to 690 nm. Similarly, a putative
AyrA difference spectrum was obtained under0 0
strongly reducing conditions electron transfer from
y .A to A presumably blocked in PS I prepared with0 1
w xTriton X-100 188 . This difference spectrum showed
maximal bleaching at 693 nm and the most promi-
nent absorption increase around 710 nm instead of
w x.760 nm in Ref. 167 . A bleaching around 690 nm
observed by picosecond-spectroscopy during forward
electron transfer was also attributed to transient re-
 .duction of A see Section 4.1.1 . Earlier studies0
 w x.reviewed in Ref. 82 reported attempts to accumu-
late Ay by continuous illumination under strongly0
reducing conditions and an EPR spectrum indicative
of Chl ay and a main optical bleaching around 670
nm were observed. The shorter wavelength compared
to the time-resolved studies was taken as indication
that a chlorophyll different from A may have been0
w xreduced in the photoaccumulation experiments 167 .
As further possible explanations, I would like to
suggest:
P a modification of the optical features of A due0
to the harsh reduction treatment in the photoaccumu-
lation experiments;
P a substantial deviation of the P700qAyrP700A0 0
difference spectrum from the sum of the pure
P700qrP700 spectrum and the pure AyrA spec-0 0
trum, for example due to electrochromic bandshifts
q  y. yexerted by P700 on A but not on A or by A0 0 0
 q.on P700 but not, or differently, on P700 . If this
were the case, subtraction of the P700qrP700 spec-
trum from the P700qAyrP700A spectrum would0 0
not yield the pure AyrA spectrum.0 0
With respect to the orientation of A , an angle of0
468 between the Q transition moments of A andy 0
P700 was estimated from dynamic linear dichroism
measurements of P700qAy in a PS I preparation0
lacking A and most of the antenna chlorophylls1
w x114 .
3.2.3. A1
The assignment of the secondary electron acceptor
A as one of the two phylloquinone molecules pre-1
sent in PS I was reviewed in detail in 1991 and 1992
w x78,82 . I will therefore focus on more recent results
and on some controversial points.
EPR detection of photoaccumulated Ay. The first1
evidence for the presence of two electron acceptors
 .A and A preceding the iron-sulphur clusters came0 1
from the observation by EPR of two radicals with
different EPR properties after illumination of PS I
w x under reducing conditions 22,72 . A high field Q-
. yband EPR spectrum attributed to A showed consid-1
erable anisotropy of the g-values similar to those of
w xreduced quinones 253 , in line with the later assign-
ment of A as a phylloquinone. However, two obser-1
vations raised doubts concerning the photoaccumu-
 .lated radical being reduced phylloquinone: 1 de-
struction of phylloquinone by UV irradiation did not
alter the EPR signal attributed to photoaccumulated
y w x  .A 282 , and 2 the photoaccumulated spectrum did1
not show the expected line-narrowing when
cyanobacteria containing specifically deuterated phyl-
w xloquinone were studied 8 . Recently, Heathcote et al.
w x97 performed a detailed EPR study on photoaccu-
mulation of radicals in PS I and established condi-
tions illumination at 205 K in the presence of
.dithionite at pH 8 which preferentially form a radical
with an asymmetric EPR spectrum gs2.0048, DH
.s0.95 mT similar to the one originally attributed to
y w xA 22,72 and compatible with reduced phylloqui-1
none. After a pretreatment assumed to lead to double
reduction of A , this EPR spectrum could no longer1
w xbe induced, confirming its attribution to A 97 . In1
the same study, it was shown that – depending on
temperature and duration of the illumination, pH and
type of sample – up to 4 radicals could be easily
trapped by photoaccumulation. It appears to me that
the experimental conditions of photoaccumulation
need to be carefully established when this method is
applied to study the acceptor A . In contrast to Ref.1
w x w x8 , Heathcote et al. 98,99 reported recently that
deuteration of phylloquinone led to a narrowing of
the EPR spectrum of photoaccumulated Ay when the1
w xexperimental conditions established in Ref. 97 were
used. With respect to the Ay-like photoaccumulated1
EPR signal after destruction of phylloquinone by UV
w x w xirradiation 282 , Biggins et al. 17,18 pointed out
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that the situation may be complicated by an extensive
UV-induced modification of PS I.
EPR of spin-polarised P700 qAy. A very large and1
unusual transient light-induced EPR signal has been
attributed to the radical pair P700qAy. The X-band1
EPR spectrum shows a pattern of microwave emis-
sion, absorption, emission due to a non-Boltzmann
population of the four electron spin states of the
coupled spin pair in the static magnetic field of the
EPR spectrometer electron spin polarisation; see
w x w xRefs. 108,246,249 for recent reviews and Ref. 104
.for a review on the earlier literature . Rather similar
transient spectra were observed at cryogenic tempera-
 q ytures where P700 A decays mainly by charge1
.recombination in approx. 150 ms and at room tem-
 q yperature where P700 A decays by electron trans-1
.fer to the iron-sulphur clusters in approx. 200 ns .
These spectra, and especially spectra measured with
deuterated samples and also by high-field EPR Q-
.band and K-band , provided strong evidence that a
radical with g-values similar to those of semiquinones
 q.contributed together with P700 to the spin-
polarised signals. More recently, it was shown that
replacement of protonated phylloquinone by deuter-
ated phylloquinone led to a characteristic narrowing
of the transient EPR spectrum measured at 10 K,
Fig. 5. Upper panel: absorbance difference spectrum for the
reduction of phylloquinone to its semiquinone anion in methanol
 .measured by Dr E.J. Land . Lower panel: absorbance difference
q y spectra attributed to P700 A rP700A at 10 K 150 ms charge1 1
. q recombination and to P700 rP700 at room temperature dotted
w x. w xline; from Ref. 129 . See Ref. 32 for details. Adapted from
w xRef. 32 .
indicating that phylloquinone contributes directly to
w xthe spin-polarised signal 208 . The signal could no
longer be observed upon extraction of phylloquinone
as well as upon a pretreatment assumed to doubly
reduce A , confirming that A is phylloquinone1 1
w x208,245 . Also at room temperature, the spin-
polarised signal attributed to P700qAy could no1
longer be observed upon extraction of phylloquinone
w x240,241 , but was still observable after extraction of
w xthe three iron-sulphur clusters 259 .
Simulation of the spin-polarised spectra and of
their time evolution quantum beats and transient
.nutations may provide structural information on the
pair P700qAy. It was concluded from such simula-1
y tions that the magnetic x-axis of A oriented along1
.the CsO bonds of phylloquinone and the vector
connecting P700 and A are roughly parallel1
w x w x70,74,248 or form an angle of 328 136 . For com-
parison, the corresponding angle for the secondary
pair PqQy in purple bacterial reaction centres isA
 w x .approx. 628 Ref. 70 and refs. therein .
Transient optical spectroscopy of Ay. The charac-1
terisation of A by optical spectroscopy was mostly1
based on flash-induced absorption changes attributed
to formation of the pair P700qAy, i.e., the1
q y P700 A rP700A difference spectrum. Fig. 5 from1 1
w x. Ref. 32 shows such a spectrum measured in the
presence of prereduced F and F at 10 K whereA B
P700qAy decays by charge recombination with t1 1r2
. qf150 ms , together with a P700 rP700 difference
 .spectrum measured at room temperature and an in
vitro difference spectrum for the reduction of phyllo-
 - .quinone to its semiquinone anion PhyQ rPhyQ .
The deviations between the P700qAyrP700A spec-1 1
trum and the P700qrP700 spectrum agree qualita-
tively with the PhyQ-rPhyQ spectrum in the range
from 250 to 450 nm, and, most significantly, between
350 and 400 nm; this was taken as evidence that A1
w xis a phylloquinone 32 . For the 450 to 500 nm
region, superposition of electrochromic bandshifts in-
y w xduced by the charge of A was proposed 32 . A1
transient difference spectrum similar to the low tem-
perature P700qAyrP700A spectrum was later1 1
w x 27,171 observed at room temperature measured in
.the range from 325 to 495 nm . It was formed within
less than 5 ns and decayed with t f15–200 ns1r2
 .depending on the sample; see Section 4.1.2. to a
spectrum characteristic of the pair P700qFy orX
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Fig. 6. AyrA difference spectrum constructed from transient1 1
absorbance changes in PS I from Synechococcus sp. at room
 .temperature. The data between 410 and 440 nm broken line
w xwere not reliable. See Ref. 27 for details. Adapted from Ref.
w x27 .
q .yP700 F F . This was taken as evidence that theA B
acceptor A , characterised until then only at cryo-1
genic temperatures, functions in physiological elec-
tron transfer between the primary acceptor A and0
w xthe iron-sulphur clusters 27,171 . The room tempera-
ture data permitted an AyrA difference spectrum to1 1
 w x.be extracted Fig. 6; from Ref. 27 . Comparison
y  .with the PhyQ rPhyQ spectrum in vitro Fig. 5, top
reveals two major differences: the centre of the broad
absorbance increase is shifted from around 390 nm
 y . yPhyQ rPhyQ to around 375 nm in the A rA1 1
spectrum, and there is a pronounced bleaching at
around 450 nm exclusively in the AyrA spectrum.1 1
While shifts of absorption bands due to the protein
environment are not unusual, the 450 nm bleaching
can definitively not be assigned to the reduction of
phylloquinone because oxidised phylloquinone ab-
sorbs only very weakly above 360 nm. It has been
proposed that the 450 nm bleaching together with the
absorption increase around 480 nm may reflect an
w xelectrochromic redshift of a carotenoid 27 , but di-
rect evidence for this is still lacking. Transient
P700qAyrP700A spectra were recently observed in1 1
w xseveral different PS I preparations 30,152,225 ; they
all showed the broad absorbance increase around 380
nm attributed to the contribution from Ay, but there1
were variations in the 450 to 460 nm range, indicat-
ing that in this region the spectra are sensitive to the
preparation procedure andror the origin of the sam-
ples. To my knowledge, there are two examples in
the literature where the putative reduction of A was1
not accompanied by an absorption increase around
380 nm. In a PS I preparation lacking all three
iron-sulphur centres, absorbance changes attributed to
P700qAy were less positive between 380 and 4001
nm than those attributed to P700q alone, indicating a
w xbleaching due to the reduction of A 271 . However,1
this effect could not be reproduced in a very recent
study, where instead a P700qAyrP700A spectrum1 1
w xsimilar to those cited above was observed 30 . The
second example is a photoaccumulation experiment
where, in the presence of a significant amount of Ay1
 .detected by EPR , no significant absorption changes
w xwere observed between 350 and 750 nm 161 . I
suppose that either the signal detected by EPR was
not due to Ay or that the Ay concentration was too1 1
low to yield absorbance changes exceeding the noise
level.
Phylloquinone extraction and reconstitution exper-
iments contributed much to the discussion about the
chemical nature of A . Essentially two different ex-1
 .traction procedures have been used: A extraction
with hexane containing 0.3% methanol, which re-
moves, in addition to the two phylloquinones, ap-
prox. 50% of the antenna chlorophylls and a consid-
w xerable fraction of the carotenoids and lipids 15,227 ;
 .B extraction with mixtures of dry and water-
saturated diethyl ether, which removes, in addition to
the two phylloquinones, 60–95% depending on the
.water content of the ether of the antenna chloro-
w xphylls and all carotenoids 113 . With both proce-
dures, charge separation at room temperature was
essentially blocked at the level of A , i.e., in most of0
the centres only the primary pair P700qAy was0
formed and decayed by charge recombination, sup-
porting the assignment of A as phylloquinone1
w x15,113 . Data on electron transfer at cryogenic tem-
peratures are less clear, however. The spin-polarised
EPR signal attributed to the pair P700qAy was1
absent after extraction of phylloquinone according to
w xprocedure A 208 . Further, it was reported that elec-
tron transfer to the terminal iron-sulphur acceptors at
18 K was inhibited after extraction according to
w xprocedure B 162 . Others, however, observed photo-
reduction of the iron-sulphur clusters after extraction
w xof phylloquinone according to procedure A 227 and
w xprocedure B 113,227 . They suggested that there
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may be direct electron transfer from Ay to F , at0 X
least at low temperature, or alternatively that A is1
not a phylloquinone. As will be discussed in Section
7.2.5, it is plausible that electron transfer from Ay to0
F can compete with charge recombination in theX
pair P700qAy. The apparent contradiction between0
photoreduction of the iron-sulphur clusters at low
temperature and primary pair recombination at room
temperature may in part reflect the fact that reduction
of F and F is quasi-irreversible at low tempera-A B
tures, so that it is easily detected, although its quan-
w xtum yield does not exceed 20% 227 . Some long-lived
absorption changes at room temperature after extrac-
tion of phylloquinone may reflect charge separation
beyond A with a yield of 3 to 20%, depending on0
w xthe preparation 15,113 . In addition, the ratio of the
rates of electron transfer from Ay to F and from0 X
Ay back to P700q may increase with decreasing0
temperature.
Strong support for the assignment of A as phyllo-1
quinone was provided by observations that incubation
of extracted PS I with phylloquinone restored many
features of native PS I at room temperature: long-lived
 . w xms range photooxidation of P700 15,112,113 ,
w xphotoreduction of F or F 14,112 , transient spin-A B
polarised EPR signals attributed to formation of
P700qAy and electron transfer to an iron-sulphur1
w x y cluster 239,241 , ultrafast reoxidation of A tf230
. w xps 142 . The spin-polarised EPR spectrum detected
at 10 K and attributed to P700qAy was also restored1
w xby addition of phylloquinone to extracted PS I 208 .
As far as quoted by the authors, the reconstituted
signals amounted to about 50–75% of what was
expected for perfect reconstitution of all PS I com-
plexes present note that the procedures for extraction
of phylloquinone extract also a large fraction of the
antenna chlorophylls, so that extracted samples should
contain more PS I per chlorophyll than unextracted
.controls .
There were several studies on reconstitution of
electron transfer in phylloquinone depleted PS I by
incubation with non-native quinones and even non-
quinone carbonyl compounds. Such studies may help
in exploring the A binding site, and in understanding1
the energetics of the electron transfer chain see
.Section 6 and the dependency of the electron trans-
 .fer rates on the free energy gap see Section 7 . More
than 30 compounds were tested for their capability to
replace phylloquinone at the A site. It is widely1
agreed that many benzoquinones, naphthoquinones,
anthraquinones and even anthrones and fluorenones
can accept electrons from Ay in phylloquinone de-0
 w x .pleted PS I Refs. 116,207 and refs. therein . There
is clear disagreement, however, as to which com-
pounds restore electron transfer to the iron-sulphur
clusters at room temperature: while Iwaki and Itoh
 w x .Ref. 116 and refs. therein reported that a large
variety of compounds could replace phylloquinone in
this function and concluded that the appropriate re-
duction potential in between that of A and that of0
.F was the essential prerequisite for reconstitution,X
w xBiggins 14 was unable to restore electron transfer to
the iron-sulphur clusters with several of the com-
pounds which were successful in the studies by Iwaki
and Itoh, and suggested structural constraints the
.requirement of a hydrophobic side chain in addition
to the energetic constraints. The discrepancy may in
part be related to the different procedures of phyllo-
  .quinone extraction procedure A see above in Ref.
w x w x14 and procedure B in Ref. 116 and earlier work
.by the same authors which may have introduced
different additional modifications at the A site. As a1
criterion of successful reconstitution of samples ex-
tracted according to procedure A, Biggins and Mathis
w x15 checked whether long-lived photooxidation of
 .P700 persisted after addition of dithionite at pH 7.6 ,
as in native PS I. This was the case in samples
reconstituted with phylloquinone, but not with 2-
methyl-naphthoquinone, indicating that the latter was
 .reduced presumably to the quinol form by dithionite
w x15 . By contrast, in an early report using extraction
procedure B, already the effect of incubation with
phylloquinone was completely reversed by the addi-
w xtion of dithionite at pH 8 111 .
Unfortunately, only very few data are available on
the kinetics of electron transfer through the com-
pounds supposed to replace phylloquinone as accep-
w xtor A . Kumazaki et al. 142 showed by optical1
spectroscopy that addition of menaquinone-4 to phyl-
loquinone-depleted PS I yielded the same ultrafast
y  .kinetics of A reoxidation ts23 ps as addition of0
phylloquinone; with 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone
 . vitamin K the kinetics were slightly slower ts343
. yps , but represented only 55% of the decay of A .0
w xSieckmann et al. 241 studied the kinetics of the
reduced quinones directly by transient EPR. After
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addition of duroquinone or naphthoquinone to phyllo-
quinone-depleted samples, the quinones were reduced
 .within 50 ns resolution limit ; no electron transfer to
the iron-sulphur clusters could be detected, in con-
trast to samples reconstituted with phylloquinone.
Application of flash absorption spectroscopy in the
near UV absorption band of the reduced quinones
turned out to be difficult because absorption changes
due to the recombination of the primary pair in a
fraction of the sample where reconstitution was not
. successful and artefacts probably from singlet and
triplet excited states of antenna pigments which were
.disconnected during extraction of phylloquinone
 .were superimposed Brettel, K., unpublished results .
Interestingly, the spin-polarised spectra of the sec-
ondary pair with duroquinone or naphthoquinone
added to phylloquinone-depleted PS I indicated rather
different orientations of these quinones compared to
w xthat of phylloquinone in native PS I 250,260,261 . A
crucial question is, whether the native A binding site1
allows non-native quinones to bind in deviating ori-
entations or whether this is the result of structural
modifications induced by the rather harsh treatment
for extraction of phylloquinone. I feel that there is a
need for milder procedures for the extraction of
phylloquinone. A promising approach is the quinone
exchange by incubation at elevated temperature in the
presence of the replacement quinone which was
shown to allow replacement of protonated phylloqui-
none by deuterated phylloquinone, and vice versa
w x7,207 . Unfortunately, the procedure was not yet
successful with other quinones.
Summarising the data related to the chemical na-
ture of A , a large body of independent evidence1
supports the assignment of A as a phylloquinone,1
although some observations inter alia, low tempera-
ture electron transfer to the iron-sulphur clusters in
the absence of phylloquinone, and the bleaching
.around 450 nm accompanying the reduction of A1
still await experimentally proven explanations. As a
rather unambiguous proof for the direct participation
of phylloquinone in forward electron transfer at room
temperature, it may be useful to demonstrate by
transient EPR that incubation of extracted PS I with
deuterated phylloquinone restores electron transfer
from Ay to the iron-sulphur centres at physiological1
temperature with kinetics as in native PS I, but with
spectral characteristics of the spin-polarised signals
as expected for deuterated A to my knowledge, this1
.evident experiment has not yet been reported .
With respect to the environment of A , a recent1
ENDOR study of photoaccumulated Ay indicated1
that two protons are hydrogen-bonded to the quinone
w xoxygens 99,201 . By contrast, a rather high g -valuex
y of A higher than that of the semiquinone anion of1
w xphylloquinone in frozen alcohol 35 was obtained
from simulations of the spin-polarised P700qAy1
w xspectrum 248 and led to the suggestion that A may1
be bound by p–p ) interactions and not hydrogen
w x w xbonds 261 ; see also Ref. 260 . It is of note that
reduction potentials of 2,3-substituted 1,4-naph-
thoquinones as low as what is required for an elec-
tron carrier between A and F were, in vitro, only0 X
w xobserved in aprotic solvents 38,197 , and hence the
environment of A was assumed to be aprotic, as1
w xwell 32,217 . However, there may well be other
environmental factors which destabilise the
semiquinone anion relative to the neutral quinone and
hence lead to a low reduction potential, e.g., fixed
negative charges or aromatic residues close to A1
 w x .see Ref. 115 for a discussion .
3.2.4. FX
w xIt is now widely accepted that F is a 4Fe-4SX
cluster ligated by four cysteines; two of these cys-
 .teines are located in PsaA C574 and C583 in maize
in a putative stromal-exposed extramembrane loop,
and the other two in the homologous loop of PsaB
 .  w xC582 and C591 see Ref. 82 for a review and Ref.
w x.204 . For PsaB, recent mutational analysis con-
firmed the implication of these two cysteines in the
w xbinding of F 244,263,273,274 . A similar study wasX
performed for the first cysteine in the putative FX
binding region of PsaA, but the results were not yet
w x y conclusive 89,195 . EPR studies of F g f1.76,X x
w xg f1.86, g f2.06 62 in oriented thylakoid mem-y x
branes demonstrated that the magnetic x-axis of FyX
is oriented perpendicularly to the membrane
w x54,87,106 . This would be consistent with a cluster
orientation as depicted in Fig. 3 if one assumes that
the magnetic x-axis is parallel to a vector connecting
y w xtwo iron atoms; this was assumed for F in Ref. 33 ,A
but a different orientation of the magnetic x-axis in
w x reduced 4Fe-4S clusters appears to be possible see
.Section 3.2.5 . Furthermore, the somewhat unusual
and not well understood EPR characteristics of FyX
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Fig. 7. Simulation of the three-dimensional structure of PsaC by
w xOh-oka et al. 191 , combined with the cluster assignment by
w xZhao et al. 281 . The black ribbon shows the main chain folding
of the Peptococcus aerogenes ferredoxin. The white ribbon
shows the additional internal loop and the C-terminal extension
of PsaC. Fat and thin dots represent iron and sulphur atoms,
w xrespectively. Adapted from Ref. 191 . The sequence numbering
was adjusted to that in Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002.
 w xcompared to other reduced 4Fe-4S clusters, g andx
g are lower, the lines are broader and saturate aty
.higher microwave power may be related to an un-
usual orientation of the g-tensor axes.
3.2.5. F and FA B
The subunit PsaC, which binds the two terminal
w x4Fe-4S clusters F and F , exhibits significant se-A B
w xquence homology to bacterial 2 4Fe-4S ferredoxins;
most of these proteins contain two distinct
CxxCxxCxxxCP motifs providing the cysteine lig-
ands to the iron-sulphur clusters. A structural model
for PsaC has been developed in analogy to the crystal
structure of the ferredoxin from Peptococcus aero-
w xgenes 55,191 ; see also Fig. 7. F and F can beA B
distinguished by low temperature EPR see e.g. Ref.
w x .82 for a review because of their characteristic
 yg-values g s1.86, g s1.94, g s2.05 for F , andx y z A
y.g s1.89, g s1.92, g s2.07 for F ; reduction ofx y z B
 y y.both F and F in the same PS I complex F FA B A B
 .yields a spectrum gs1.89, 1.92, 1.94 and 2.05
different from the superposition of Fy alone and FyA B
alone, indicating magnetic interaction and, hence, not
a large distance between F and F . Recently, throughA B
 .site-directed mutations, cysteine ligands to F C51A
 .and F C14 , respectively, could be identified inB
PsaC from Synechococcus sp. strain PCC7002, al-
lowing the assignment of the cluster ligated by cys-
teines 11, 14, 17, and 58 as F and the cluster ligatedB
w xby cysteines 21, 48, 51, and 54 as F 281 ; see Fig.A
7. Until recently, models of the cofactor arrangement
in PS I assumed that F and F are at approx. equalA B
distances from F because of indications of parallelX
electron transfer pathways from F to F and to FX A B
 .see Section 5 . Independently from the crystal struc-
ture analysis, Guigliarelli et al. estimated from simu-
y y  y y.lations of the EPR signals of F , F , and F F inA B A B
oriented membranes, that the axis connecting F andA
F is tilted out of the membrane plane by 578,B
suggesting a sequential electron transfer mechanism
w xbetween the iron-sulphur clusters 87 . For compari-
son, the crystal structure analysis yielded an angle of
368 assuming that the crystal c-axis is normal to the
. w x  .membrane 218 see also Fig. 3 . The origin of the
deviation remains to be elucidated.
EPR spectroscopy was also applied to single crys-
tals of PS I in order to determine the orientation of FA
and F . As illumination of these crystals at 18 KB
q y preferentially formed the pair P700 F , and only aA
q y .small amount of P700 F ; see also Section 5 , a firstB
w xstudy focused on the orientation of F 33 . Record-A
ing EPR spectra while turning the crystal with respect
to the static magnetic field yielded a rotation pattern
of the line positions generally six lines, one for each
.of the six PS I complexes in the unit cell , which
allowed the determination of the orientation of the
three principal axes of the g-tensor of Fy with re-A
spect to the crystal axes for each of the six PS I
complexes in the unit cell. To obtain the orientation
of the F cluster, it was assumed that the g -axis isA z
w x normal to a face of the 4Fe-4S cluster Fe and S
atoms occupy alternating corners of a distorted cube;
.see Fig. 7 , and that g and g are oriented parallelx y
to the diagonals of the same face. In a recent study on
w xsingle crystals of a 4Fe-4S model compound, Gloux
w xet al. 76 observed, in addition to reduced clusters
with a g-tensor orientation close to the one just
 .described called species II , another reduced speciesR
 .I where all three principal g-tensor axes wereR
close to normal to the faces of the cube. The principal
g-values of the two species were significantly differ-
ent, with those of species I being closer to theR
g-values of Fy. This result questions the F clusterA A
w xorientation proposed in Ref. 33 . Very recently, the
orientation of the g-tensor axes of Fy in PS I crystalsB
was determined by using illumination at 200 K in
order to increase the fraction of centres forming the
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q y w xpair P700 F 123 . Taking into account the orienta-B
tion of the axis connecting F and F from the X-rayA B
.structure of PS I and the structural analogy with the
ferredoxin from Peptococcus aerogenes, Kamlowski
w xet al. 123 suggest two possible orientations of PsaC
one with F closer to F and one with F closer toA X B
F ; in both cases, the g-tensor orientation of Fy andX A
y w x.of F is that of species II in 76 . These twoB R
orientations of PsaC agree with the result of adjusting
the orientation of the ferredoxin of Peptococcus
aerogenes as a PsaC substitute against the electron
w xdensity map of PS I crystals 123,218 . It should be
mentioned that the relative orientation of the g-tensor
y y w xaxes of F and F suggested in Ref. 123 disagreesA B
with that estimated from a simulation of the EPR
y y w xspectrum of interacting F and F 87 . Also theA B
y  .origin of the relatively low g -value of F 2.056 inz B
the PS I crystals remains to be clarified.
The assignment of the two outer-most iron-sulphur
clusters in the crystal structure F and F in Fig.AB1 AB2
.3 to the species F and F as characterised by lowA B
temperature EPR is presently the subject of a contro-
versial discussion. Assuming a sequential electron
transfer pathway F “F “F as apparently sug-X B A
gested by the reduction potentials Fig. 2; see also
.Section 6 , the proximal cluster F would be ex-AB1
pected to be F , and the distal cluster F to be F .B AB2 A
This electron transfer pathway, however, is far from
 .being established see also Section 5 , and some data,
although not unambiguous, indicate rather the oppo-
 w xsite assignment of F and F see also Ref. 79 for aA B
.discussion . Thus, based on observations that F isB
more susceptible to denaturation with exogenous
w xchemicals, He and Malkin 95 speculate that FAB2
which is closer to the surface of the PS I complex
w xthan F 69 and was suggested to be the immediateAB1
w x.electron donor to ferredoxin 147 may in fact be F .B
This assignment would be consistent with reports that
selective denaturation of F does not impair electronB
w x transfer to F 67,71,86,95,120,211 the oppositeA
w x.result, however, was reported in Ref. 156 . Electron
transfer to the water-soluble acceptors ferredoxin and
flavodoxin was inhibited by selective destruction of
w xF 71,120 . The assignment of F as F was alsoB AB2 B
deduced from studies on samples where F wasB
assumed to be inactivated by mutation of a cysteine
ligand C14 of PsaC in Synechococcus sp. PCC
.7002; see Fig. 7 to an aspartic acid, but photo-
reduction of F at low temperature was not impairedA
w x81,281 . According to more recent results, however,
the modified F cluster may have functioned as anB
w x .electron acceptor 278 ; see also Section 4.1.3 , so
that the data on the C14D mutant cannot be consid-
ered as unambiguous evidence for direct electron
 w xtransfer from F to F but see Refs. 96,160 for aX A
deviating conclusion from a study on Anabaena
.˝ariabilis .
In a recent promising approach aimed at the as-
signment of F and F , possible binding sites be-A B
tween PsaC and the PS I core were analysed inter
.alia by mutational analysis in order to establish the
w xorientation of the PsaC protein 16,182,183 . Prelimi-
nary results indicated that the aspartic acid at position
9 in PsaC interacts electrostatically with an arginine
in PsaA or PsaB, supporting an orientation of PsaC
w xwhere F is the proximal cluster F 16 . Naver etB AB1
w xal. 182,183 concluded that the ‘internal loop’ of
PsaC which is lacking in the Peptococcus aerogenes
.ferredoxin; see Fig. 7 interacts with PsaA and PsaB,
 .and that the C-terminal extension of PsaC see Fig. 7
provides a binding site for PsaD. They proposed that
the ‘internal loop’ of PsaC faces the thylokoid mem-
brane and that the C terminus is oriented toward the
stroma. No explicit conclusion for the assignment of
w xF and F was drawn in Refs. 182,183 , but compar-A B
ison with the two orientations suggested by Kam-
w x  .lowski et al. 123 see above would favour the
orientation where F is the proximal cluster F .B AB1
4. Recent data on the electron transfer reactions at
physiological temperatures
4.1. Forward electron transfer
4.1.1. Formation of the primary pair, P700 qAy, and0
subsequent reoxidation of Ay0
The literature on forward electron transfer through
A has been reviewed in detail by Setif in 1992´0
w x220 . The kinetics appeared not yet well established,
with estimates of approx. 30 ps or faster for the
formation of P700qAy and approx. 30 ps or 200 ps0
for the reoxidation of Ay. A major difficulty in0
studying these reactions by optical spectroscopy is
that excitation energy transfer occurs on the same
time scale and is accompanied by absorbance changes
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in the same red spectral region as the most prominent
absorbance changes due to oxidation of P700 and
 w x.reduction of A discussed in Ref. 220 . According0
to recent data, it is virtually impossible to observe the
transient state P700qAy in the intact PS I complex0
when low excitation energies less than 1 photon
.absorbed per P700 are used, because the rate con-
stant of reoxidation of Ay is similar to or even faster0
than the trapping of the excitation energy comprising
q y.energy transfer to P700 and formation of P700 A 0
w xwhich takes approx. 20–40 ps 93,94,101,105 . The
trapping kinetics could be accelerated, however, by
using a higher excitation energy; thus, at 4–8 photons
w xabsorbed per P700, Hastings et al. 94 reported
transient absorbance changes indicating formation of
P700qAy with a time constant tf4 ps and reoxida-0
tion of Ay with tf21 ps in intact PS I from a0
cyanobacterium. As the 4 ps for formation of
P700qAy include energy transfer to P700, the intrin-0
sic time constant of primary charge separation reac-
) q y.tion P700 A “P700 A should be shorter than 40 0
w xps 94 , in line with an estimate of 1.6 ps obtained
from a study at low excitation energy using the same
w xbiological material 93 . The high excitation energy
w xwhich had to be used in Ref. 94 had the disadvan-
tage that the absorbance changes due to energy trans-
fer processes were one order of magnitude larger than
those due to electron transfer. To correct the data for
the energy transfer processes, transients from samples
with preoxidised P700 were subtracted, assuming that
the energy transfer is independent of the oxidation
state of P700. This assumption is supported by fluo-
 w xrescence measurements see Ref. 220 for refs. and a
.discussion , but it seems unlikely to me that it is
more than an approximation, because it would be
difficult to understand how P700q should quench
antenna excitations in exactly the same way as neu-
tral P700 does, since the absorption spectra of both
species are rather different. Slight deviations in exci-
tation energy quenching by P700 and P700q would
be sufficient to distort the spectra and the kinetics of
electron transfer as obtained by the subtraction proce-
dure considerably.
w xKumazaki et al. 142,143 studied primary charge
separation in PS I preparations from spinach where
85–90% of the antenna chlorophylls, all carotenoids
and phylloquinone had been extracted the water
content of the extracting solvent diethyl ether was
varied in order to vary the percentage of extracted
.chlorophyll . In these preparations, at moderate exci-
tation energies 0.4 to 1.5 photons absorbed per
.P700 , the absorbance changes due to electron trans-
fer were rather large and comparable to those due to
transfer and trapping of excitation energy, and the
 .primary pair was relatively long-lived approc. 50 ns
because of the absence of the secondary acceptor A1
 .see Section 4.2.1 . Time constants between 6 and 11
ps were determined for the formation of P700qAy0
w x142,143 , and the intrinsic time constant for the
reaction P700)A “P700qAy was estimated to be0 0
3.0 ps for one of the preparations note that partition
of the excitation between P700 and the antenna
chlorophylls slows down the overall charge separa-
. w xtion 143 . The main bleaching feature attributed to
the reduction of A was centred at 683 to 686 nm0
w x142,143 . Upon addition of menaquinone-4, phyllo-
quinone or 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone, rapid reox-
idation of Ay was observed with time constants0
w xbetween 23 and 34 ps 142 . Compared to intact PS I,
the risk of distortion of the kinetic and spectral data
due to the subtraction of energy transfer processes
appears less prominent in the extracted samples.
However, one should be aware of the possibility that
the rather harsh extraction procedure may have modi-
fied the native kinetics of electron transfer, the A1
binding site, and the spectra of the pigments which
are still present.
w xHecks et al. 101 studied electron transfer in intact
PS I from a cyanobacterium by picosecond photo-
voltage measurements. At an excitation energy corre-
sponding to 2 absorbed photons per P700, their data
analysis yielded, in addition to a very fast rising
 q yphase attributed to formation of P700 A ; the rise0
.time was not explicitly reported a slower phase with
tf50 ps and approx. 25% of the electrogenicity of
the very fast phase. The 50 ps phase was attributed to
electron transfer from Ay to A . The photovoltage0 1
technique has the advantage that electron transfer
kinetics can be measured without perturbation by
excited state dynamics. Unfortunately, however, it
does not provide direct information on the nature of
the charge separated states, so that independent infor-
mation is needed to assign the observed kinetics.
In summary, the newly available data from three
different approaches are roughly consistent with re-
spect to the intrinsic time constant of primary charge
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separation in the order of a few picoseconds; see
w x.also Ref. 257 and with respect to the reoxidation
y  .kinetics of A 20–50 ps , although each of the0
approaches has its limitations. In none of these stud-
ies was kinetic evidence obtained that a further
 X .chlorophyll molecule A or A in Fig. 3 functions as
a real intermediate in electron transfer from P700 to
 .A see also Section 7.2.1 . However, it was sug-0
gested that the difference spectrum for the reduction
of A contains contributions from more than one0
w xsingle chlorophyll pigment 92 . It is of note that the
real kinetics of P700qAy formation apparently de-0
pends on the antenna size and the excitation energy,
explaining in part the varying results in the earlier
 w x. yliterature reviewed in Ref. 220 . An A reoxida-0
tion time in the order of 30 ps had already been
w xreported in some of the earlier work 65,238 .
4.1.2. Electron transfer through A1
Forward electron transfer through A has been1
investigated systematically only since 1988. In flash
absorption studies around 380 nm, the rise kinetics of
the absorbance increase attributed to the reduction of
 .A was faster than 5 ns instrumental time resolution1
w x y27,171 . As A is reoxidised within approx. 30 ps0
 .see Section 4.1.1 , the existence of an intermediate
between A and A cannot be ruled out yet. How-0 1
ever, no positive indication for such an intermediate
has been obtained by picosecond spectroscopy so far.
For the reoxidation of Ay, half times of 15 ns and1
200 ns were reported for PS I preparations from
w xspinach 171 and from the cyanobacterium Syne-
w xchococcus sp. 27 , respectively. More recently, com-
parison of different PS I preparations from spinach
revealed a biphasic reoxidation of Ay with half times1
of approx. 25 and 150 ns at an amplitude ratio
varying between approx. 2:1 and 1:2 for different
w xpreparations 225 . As harsh treatments during prepa-
ration of the PS I particles apparently increased the
relative amplitude of the 25 ns phase, it was sug-
gested that PS I in native spinach membranes could
behave similarly to the cyanobacterial PS I particles,
i.e., exhibit essentially monophasic reoxidation of Ay1
w xwith t f200 ns 225 , but this has not yet been1r2
confirmed experimentally. It was observed, however,
that in cyanobacteria a biphasic reoxidation of Ay1
similar to that in preparations from spinach could be
induced by use of the detergent Triton X-100 for the
Scheme 1.
isolation of PS I Brettel, K. and Golbeck, J.H.,
w x.unpublished results; see also Ref. 259 , supporting a
similarity of electron transfer through A in higher1
plants and cyanobacteria. The origin of the biphasic
reoxidation kinetics of Ay in certain PS I prepara-1
w xtions is not yet established. Setif and Brettel 225´
suggested either a heterogeneity of these samples
with respect to the reoxidation kinetics of Ay, or a1
fast redox equilibrium between A and F according1 X
to Scheme 1. In the latter case, the 25 ns phase would
reflect the establishment of the equilibrium and the
150 ns phase its depopulation by electron transfer to
y  .F or F . Direct electron transfer from A to F FA B 1 A B
 .k in Scheme 1 was considered as a possibility in2
w xRef. 225 , but this was not confirmed by later work
 .see below . Assuming k s0 and a homogeneous2
sample, the experimental results for the reoxidation
y of A in the PS I-b preparation from spinach 65%1
.of a 25 ns phase and 35% of a 150 ns phase implied
 0an equilibrium constant Ksk rk f3.2 DG f1 y1
. w xy30 meV at 298 K 225 .
At variance with the references mentioned so far,
w xWarden 269 reported that F was reduced within 5X
ns after excitation, so that reoxidation of Ay should1
have occurred within 5 ns as well. The conclusion
 .was based on a fast F5 ns bleaching at 410 and
445 nm, two wavelengths assumed to be isosbestic
points of the P700qrP700 difference spectrum. These
bleachings were attributed to the reduction of F . InX
the same report, a difference spectrum at 5 ns after
excitation is presented which shows a pronounced
absorbance increase between 350 and 400 nm, in line
with spectra previously attributed to formation of the
q y  .pair P700 A see Section 3.2.3 , but clearly differ-1
ent from a recent spectrum for the formation of the
q - w xpair P700 F 152 . Hence, I consider it likely thatX
P700qAy was present at 5 ns after excitation in Ref.1
w x269 ; a slight deviation in effective wavelengths of
the monitoring light from the isosbestic points of the
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q P700 rP700 difference spectrum which is very steep
.at the isosbestic points may explain the bleachings
observed at 410 and 445 nm as due to formation of
P700q; at 445 nm, reduction of A may have con-1
 .tributed to the bleaching as well see Fig. 6 .
The reoxidation of Ay was also studied by tran-1
sient EPR of the spin-polarised pair P700qAy, con-1
firming a half-time in the order of 200 ns for differ-
ent PS I preparations from spinach and from
w xcyanobacteria 21,259 . A 25 ns phase was beyond
the time resolution of these experiments, but indirect
evidence for the presence of a phase with t -501r2
ns in some of the samples was obtained from an
w xanalysis of the EPR spectra 259 .
From recent photoelectric measurements in the
ns-time range on PS I membranes from a cyanobacte-
rium, a rising phase with a time constant t of
 .220"20 ns t f150 ns was reported and at-1r2
tributed to electron transfer from Ay via F to F or1 X A
w xF 146 ; see also Section 4.1.3.B
It is of note that evidence for a forward electron
 .transfer step with tf170 ns t f120 ns was1r2
obtained already much earlier in electron spin echo
w xexperiments by Thurnauer et al. 255,256 . The sig-
nals were attributed to electron transfer from Fy toX
the F yF complex because they disappeared uponA B
w xchemical reduction of F and F 256 . It seemsA B
possible, however, that reduction of F and F hadA B
blocked forward electron transfer at the level of A1
 w xrather than F suggested in Ref. 28 ; see alsoX
. below or that A had become doubly reduced sug-1
w x.gested in Ref. 176 , so that the 170 ns phase
w xobserved in Refs. 255,256 under moderate redox
conditions could be attributed to the reoxidation of
Ay during normal forward electron transfer. Recent1
electron spin echo experiments were interpreted to
indicate reoxidation of Ay with a time constant1
between 130 and 190 ns in PS I from spinach and
w x300 ns in PS I from a cyanobacterium 176 .
Until recently, it was not well established that
electron transfer from Ay to the terminal iron-sulphur1
clusters F and F in intact PS I involves F as anA B X
 .intermediate acceptor see also Section 5 . This point
had been addressed by studying the effect of chemi-
cal reduction of F and F . In PS I preparations fromA B
y spinach, the fast phase of A reoxidation t f251 1r2
.ns persisted after chemical reduction of F and FA B
and was hence attributed to electron transfer to FX
w x171,225 . This is consistent with earlier work report-
ing that the pair P700qF - was formed under theseX
conditions and decayed by charge recombination with
 .t f250 ms see Section 4.2.3 . The approx. 200-ns1r2
y phase of A reoxidation which dominated in PS I1
from cyanobacteria but was only a minor phase in
.some PS I preparations from spinach , however, dis-
appeared upon prereduction of F and F and wasA B
apparently replaced by a 250 ms charge recombina-
y q w xtion between A and P700 20,28,225 . To explain1
the latter observations, it was suggested that either FX
was not involved in electron transfer from Ay to1
 .F F , or that reduction of F and F blocked elec-A B A B
tron transfer from Ay to F , for example by an1 X
electrostatic interaction shifting the reduction poten-
w xtial of F to a value below that of A 28 .X 1
The kinetics of Ay has now been studied after1
treatments which remove the terminal acceptors FA
and F together with the stromal extrinsic subunitsB
w xPsaC, PsaE, and eventually PsaD 84,152 . Data from
w xflash absorption spectroscopy 152 , electron spin
w x w xecho spectroscopy 176 , transient EPR 259 and
w xphotoelectric measurements 146 showed that the
y A reoxidation kinetics half times in the range from1
100 to 250 ns for the different PS I preparations from
.cyanobacteria and a preparation from spinach was
not modified by the removal of F and F . All theseA B
studies concluded that the sequence of forward elec-
 .tron transfer was A “F “ F F , i.e., rate con-1 X A B
stant k in Scheme 1 is negligible. This is also2
consistent with the arrangement of these cofactors
 .suggested from X-ray crystallography Fig. 3 and
with the sign of the photovoltage signal attributed to
electron transfer from Ay to F which indicates that1 X
F is closer to the stromal side and hence to F andX A
. w xF than A 146 .B 1
To explain the different effects of prereduction and
removal of F and F which are most obvious in PS IA B
from cyanobacteria, I suggest a shift of the redox
equilibrium between A and F , such that the pair1 X
P700qFy is lower in free energy than the pairX
P700qAy in the absence of F and F , but higher1 A B
with F and F prereduced, as schematically shownA B
in Fig. 8a,b. The equilibrium constants for these two
cases may be estimated as follows. For removed FA
and F , the difference spectrum of the charge sepa-B
rated state after completion of forward electron trans-
fer to F shows higher absorbance in the 350 to 390X
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the redox equilibria between
A and F which might account for experimental results in PS I1 X
 .from cyanobacteria. A and F isX, A, B denote the states1 i
P700qA- and P700qFy, respectively. Panel a: F and F prere-1 i A B
 .  .  .duced. Panel b: F and F removed. Panel c 1 , 2 and 3 :A B
 .typical examples for normal conditions F and F oxidised . SeeA B
text for details.
q .ynm range than the state P700 F F in native PS IA B
w x w x152 . Luneberg et al. 152 assumed that this reflects¨
a difference in the optical features of F compared toX
F or F . Deviating from this view, I suggest that theA B
y  y.presence of some A in equilibrium with F ac-1 X
counts for the higher absorbance between 350 and
w x390 nm. From the data 152 and Brettel, K. and
.Golbeck, J.H., unpublished results , the equilibrium
constant Ksk rk can be estimated to be approx.1 y1
0  .3, corresponding to DG fy28 meV at 298 K .
For prereduced F and F , the data presented in Ref.A B
w x28 demonstrated that forward electron transfer from
Ay was largely blocked, but the signal-to-noise ratio1
was too poor to decide whether partial electron trans-
fer from Ay to F still occurred. Improved measure-1 X
ments at 380 nm on PS I from Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803 in the presence of dithionite at pH 10
showed that about 25% of Ay was reoxidised on a1
 . nanosecond time scale t f150 ns Brettel, K.,1r2
.unpublished results . This indicates an equilibrium
constant of approx. 0.33 corresponding to DG 0 f28
meV for the redox equilibrium between P700qAy1
and P700qFy in the presence of prereduced F andX A
F . Thus, removal of F and F would decrease theB A B
free energy difference between P700qFy andX
P700qAy by approx. 56 meV compared to PS I with1
prereduced F and F . Interestingly, the reductionA B
potential of F was reported to increase by 60 mVX
due to removal of F and F compared to PS I withA B
. w xprereduced F and F 193 . I would like to point outA B
that the close correspondence between these two
values may be fortuitous, because the equilibrium
constants used above are only rough estimates and
because the reduction potential of A may also change1
upon removal of F and F ; furthermore, redox titra-A B
tion of F is rather difficult, especially in the pres-X
ence of F and F , where only partial reduction of FA B X
w xcould be achieved in Ref. 193 . Possible reasons for
the effect of reductionrremoval of F and F on theA B
q y energetics of the pair P700 F and possiblyX
q y.P700 A include:1
P an alteration of the electrostatic interaction ener-
gies between these pairs and the negative charges on
 w x.F and F cf. Ref. 193 as well as the chargedA B
amino acids in the stromal extrinsic subunits which
are removed together with F and F ;A B
P a change in the dielectric environment because
the aqueous phase is nearer to F upon removal ofX
 w x.the stromal extrinsic subunits cf. Ref. 193 , result-
ing most likely in an increased effective dielectric
constant and a stabilisation of charged species see,
w x. e.g., Ref. 75 ; this might stabilise reduced F threeX
negative charges, including the cysteines ligating the
. cluster more than oxidised F two negative charges;X
note, however, that other charges in the vicinity of FX
.may also have to be considered ;
P conformational changes within the PS I core
protein complex.
With respect to intact PS I with oxidised F andA
F , the reported monoexponential reoxidation of AyB 1
with t f200 ns in PS I from cyanobacteria see1r2
.above could be explained most easily assuming ky1
6 y1  .<k f3.5=10 s see Fig. 8c, example 1 , as1
w ximplicitly assumed in Refs. 146,152,176,259 . In
view of the rather mediocre signal-to-noise ratio of
all published measurements of the Ay reoxidation1
kinetics, one should admit that a second phase with a
relative amplitude below approx. 15% may have
 w x.escaped detection see also Ref. 225 . If this were
the case, one would not have to assume k <k .y1 1
6 y1  0 .For example, k sk s5=10 s DG s0 and1 y1
7 y1  .k s1.4=10 s see Fig. 8c, example 2 would3
yield 9% of a phase with t f34 ns, in addition to1r2
the dominating 200 ns phase. Even uphill electron
transfer from Ay to F could be compatible with the1 X
experimental results, as, for example, k s8=1061
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y1 7 y1  0 .s , k s2=10 s DG s24 meV at 298 Ky1
7 y1  .and k s2=10 s Fig. 8c, example 3 would3
yield approx. 11% of a phase with t s16 ns, in1r2
addition to the dominating 200 ns phase. Assuming
 0 .k Qk DG R0 for intact PS I would imply that1 y1
removal of F and F decreases the free energy ofA B
q y q y  .P700 F relative to P700 A see Fig. 8 . In sum-X 1
mary, a dominating 200 ns phase of Ay reoxidation1
is compatible with a range of different equilibrium
constants between the states P700qAy and P700qFy.1 X
Another not definitively resolved question is the
potential role of the second phylloquinone molecule
present in PS I. It has been reported that one phyllo-
quinone is readily extracted with hexane, without
considerable loss of activity in light-induced electron
transfer to the terminal iron-sulphur centres and to
extrinsic acceptors, demonstrating that one phylloqui-
 .none molecule which is not extracted with hexane
w xis sufficient for charge separation 15,157 . This re-
sult does not rule out, however, that the second
phylloquinone is in some way involved in electron
X  .transfer in intact PS I, for example as A see Fig. 31
in a parallel electron transfer branch from P700 to
F , or as a ‘dead end’ in redox equilibrium with theX
 .other phylloquinone A . These possibilities might1
be addressed by studying whether extraction of the
second phylloquinone affects the kinetics of electron
transfer through A . Recently, Schwartz and Brettel1
w x219 reported that extraction of PS I with hexane
w xaccording to Ref. 15 did not change the reoxidation
kinetics of Ay; surprisingly, however, thorough quan-1
tification of the phylloquinone content of the ex-
tracted samples yielded approx. two phylloquinones
per P700, so that the unchanged kinetics does not
provide evidence against a possible participation of
the second phylloquinone.
4.1.3. Electron transfer between the iron-sulphur cen-
tres F , F and FX B A
Spectroscopic distinction between Fy, Fy and FyA B X
 .by EPR see Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 is unfortu-
nately restricted to temperatures below approx. 30 K.
For studies at higher temperatures, flash absorption
spectroscopy might be applied, but the difference
spectra for the reduction of the three iron-sulphur
centres appear to be rather similar, showing a broad
bleaching around 430 nm which is approx. four times
weaker than the 430 nm bleaching due to oxidation
w xof P700 129,193 . F and F could not be distin-A B
guished so far, but there may be some deviations
betw een the Fyr F spectrum and theX X
 .y  . w xF F r F F spectrum 67,225 ; note, however,A B A B
that the reported deviations do not agree between
these two references. Based on such a deviation at
w x453 nm, Franke et al. 67 resolved a kinetic compo-
nent with t f800 ns in PS I from Synechococcus1r2
sp. PCC6301 and attributed it to electron transfer
y from F to the proximal cluster F see Fig. 3; itX AB1
w x .was suggested in Ref. 67 that F is F .AB1 A
Electron transfer between the iron-sulphur centres
was also studied by photovoltage measurements. Us-
ing spinach PS I particles which were partially ori-
ented in a phospholipid layer and adsorbed to a
w xTeflon film, Sigfridsson et al. 243 resolved rising
phases with time constants of approx. 30 ms approx.
.  .30% of the total rise and 200 ms 20% ; the fast
 .initial rise 50% was limited by the 1 ms response
time of the apparatus. More recently, using a time
resolution of 50 ns, a fastest time constant of 500 ns
w xwas reported by the same authors 242 . Two alterna-
tive assignments were proposed for the three phases
w x242,243 :
 .I 500 ns phase, reduction of F ; 30 ms phase,B
electron transfer from Fy to F ; 200 ms phase,B A
electron transfer from Fy to a soluble acceptor orA
proton transfer or conformational change
 .II 500 ns phase, reduction of F ; 30 ms phase,X
electron transfer from Fy to F ; 200 ms phase,X B
electron transfer from Fy to F .B A
In both assignments it was assumed that the proxi-
mal cluster F is F .AB1 B
w xLeibl et al. 146 studied oriented PS I membranes
from Synechocystis PCC6803 which formed a multi-
layer on a platinum electrode. Approx. 60% of the
total detected photovoltage rose within 35 ns limited
by the time resolution of the instrument; see Section
.4.1.1 for measurements with a faster time resolution ,
and 40% rose with a time constant t of 220 ns. The
latter phase was attributed to electron transfer from
y  .A via F to F F , assuming that the time constant1 X A B
 .of the first step A to F is 220 ns, and that of the1 X
  ..second step F to F F is faster than 50 ns. IX A B
would like to mention that a kinetic scheme with
uphill electron transfer from Ay to F and depopula-1 X
tion of the redox equilibrium between A and F by1 X
 . electron transfer to F F see Section 4.1.2 and Fig.A B
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.8c, example 3 could yield similar photovoltage ki-
netics. The ms time range was not accessible in Ref.
w x146 because of fast ionic relaxations within the
 .sample see also below . With respect to the kinetics
in the ns range, it is of note that Sigfridsson et al.
w x242 mentioned an artefact in the reverse direction
which obscured components faster than 500 ns. Thus,
one cannot yet exclude that the different photovoltage
kinetics reported by the two laboratories reflect tech-
nical limitations and problems rather than real differ-
ences in the electron transfer rates between different
samples.
Independent evidence for a submicrosecond elec-
tron transfer from Fy to F or F in SynechocystisX A B
sp. PCC6803 was derived from studies of electron
transfer from PS I to ferredoxin. Setif and Bottin´
w x222,233 found that in about one-third of the PS
I-ferredoxin complexes, the ferredoxin was reduced
with t f500 ns, so that F or F must have been1r2 A B
reduced at least partly within less than 500 ns FX
was excluded as a potential immediate electron donor
w x.to ferredoxin 222 . This is in line with the interpre-
tation of the photovoltage measurements of Leibl et
w xal. 146 . Considering the rather mediocre accuracy of
the experimental data and accepting some variation
of the kinetics between different PS I preparations,
the fast ferredoxin reduction may be compatible with
the interpretation of the optical data on electron
 w xtransfer from F to F t f800 ns 67 ; seeX AB1 1r2
.above and with assignment I, but not with assign-
 .ment II see above , of the photovoltage measure-
w xments of Sigfridsson et al. 242,243 . A difficulty
with assignment I is, however, that electron transfer
from P700 to F would correspond to only aboutAB1
50% of the total electrogenicity of charge separation
in PS I. Furthermore, an electron microscopy study
suggests that the distal iron sulphur cluster F inAB2
. w xFig. 3 is the immediate donor to ferredoxin 147 and
should hence be reduced within less than 500 ns
instead of 30 ms as assumed in assignment I.
I would also like to mention an interesting effect
of glycerol on the photovoltage kinetics reported in
w x Ref. 146 : the phase rising with tf220 ns in the
.absence of glycerol slowed down to 350 to 600 ns
 .depending on the glycerol concentration and de-
creased in amplitude, although the reoxidation kinet-
ics of Ay as measured by flash absorption spec-1
 .troscopy ts200–230 ns in the absence of glycerol
w xslowed down only slightly. Leibl et al. 146 point out
that glycerol may slow down electron transfer from
y  . F to F F see Sections 5 and 6 for furtherX A B
.glycerol effects , but could not exclude a specific
effect of glycerol on the electrical response of their
measuring cell e.g., 66% glycerol slowed the time
constant of ionic relaxation from about 50 ns no
. .glycerol to more than 5 ms . I feel that one should
not yet completely rule out the opposite case, i.e.,
that the results obtained under conditions of slow
 .ionic relaxation high glycerol concentration reflect
the charge separation kinetics correctly, whereas the
deconvolution procedure applied to resolve the kinet-
ics of electrogenic events which are slower than the
fast ionic relaxation in the absence of glycerol may
have distorted the kinetics e.g., a strictly monoexpo-
nential relaxation was assumed in the deconvolution
procedure, but the real ionic relaxation may be more
.complex .
A promising approach for a better understanding
of electron transfer between the iron-sulphur clusters
in PS I is the selective modification of either F or FA B
by site-directed mutagenesis of their cysteine ligands.
Thus, it was reported that the PsaC mutant C51D of
w xSynechococcus sp. PCC 7002 assembled a 3Fe-4S
cluster in the F site, while the mutant C14D assem-A
bled an altered cluster of unknown identity in the FB
w xsite 281 . Surprisingly, flash absorption spectroscopy
performed by the author of this review in collabora-
 w x.tion with J.H. Golbeck see Refs. 278,280 demon-
strated that both mutants could successively stabilise
two electrons beyond F , as did unmodified PS I seeX
w x.also Refs. 211,212 . It has now been shown that
w xboth mutants assemble 4Fe-4S clusters in the modi-
fied sites at least when PsaC is rebound to the PS I
w x.complex 174 ; the magnetic properties of the re-
duced clusters were, however, modified such that
they could not be detected under the EPR conditions
used normally for the detection of Fy and Fy; theA B
reduction midpoint potentials were modified as well,
but not as much as to impair electron transfer from
Fy to the modified clusters, or from the modifiedX
w xclusters to ferredoxin and flavodoxin 278,280 . A
study on PsaC mutants of the cyanobacterium An-
abaena ˝ariabilis yielded similar results, except that
the mutant C13D corresponding to C14D in Syne-
.chococcus sp. PCC 7002 appeared to contain no
w xfunctional cluster in the F site 96,160 .B
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In summary, it remains a challenge to establish the
pathway and kinetics of electron transfer between the
iron-sulphur clusters of PS I.
4.2. Charge recombination reactions
The high quantum yield of charge separation ob-
served in natural photosynthetic systems can only be
achieved because forward electron transfer outcom-
petes charge recombination in each step, e.g., elec-
tron transfer from the i-th acceptor A to A isi iq1
much faster than charge recombination between Ayi
and the oxidised electron donor. Charge recombina-
tion can be observed when forward electron transfer
from Ay to A is blocked, e.g., by removing ori iq1
prereducing A . Such studies have contributediq1
much to establish the electron transfer pathway and
energetics of PS I and to characterise charge sepa-
rated states which were difficult to detect during
forward electron transfer because of their short life-
time. When studying charge recombination, one
should keep in mind, however, that the procedures
applied to block forward electron transfer may mod-
ify the energetic, kinetic and spectroscopic properties
 .of the preceding acceptor s .
4.2.1. P700 qAy recombination0
When forward electron transfer from Ay to A is0 1
blocked, the primary pair P700qAy decays by charge0
recombination with a half time in the order of 30 ns,
forming two products: the singlet ground state of
P700 and the triplet state 3P700, which decays to the
singlet ground state on a ms time scale see, e.g.,
w x .Ref. 82 for a review . These observations were
explained in the framework of the reaction scheme
shown in Fig. 9 P and A denote the primary0
.electron donor and acceptor, respectively which was
based on studies of primary pair recombination in
 w xpurple bacterial reaction centres see Ref. 264 for a
.recent review . In brief, the primary pair is created
from its singlet precursor 1P) in a singlet spin con-
1 q y.figuration P A ; due to hyperfine interactions, the0
two unpaired spins can evolve to a triplet configura-
3 q y. tion P A and eventually back again indicated0
.by the v-symbol in Fig. 9 . The typical time scale of
singlet-triplet spin evolution is 10y8 s. Charge
recombination forms either the singlet ground state P
or the triplet state 3P, depending on the spin configu-
Fig. 9. Reaction scheme for charge recombination in the primary
pair PqAy in photosynthetic reaction centres when electron0
transfer to secondary acceptors is blocked. Adapted from Ref.
w x31 .
ration of the primary pair in the moment of recom-
bination. An external magnetic field can modulate the
spin evolution in the primary pair and hence the
 .triplet yield and, if k /k see Fig. 9 , the overallS T
recombination kinetics. Based inter alia on magnetic
field effects, estimates of k f4=107 sy1 and k sS T
 . 9 y10.4–2.5 =10 s were obtained in purple bacte-
ria, and the energy splitting between singlet and
triplet states of the primary pair exchange interac-
.  y8tion was estimated to be around 15 G f1.7=10
. w xeV 264 . The magnetic field effect curve for the
3P700 yield in PS I showed a resonance at approx. 60
G; this value should correspond to the exchange
interaction in the primary pair and indicates a stronger
w xmagnetic coupling than in purple bacteria 31 . The
rate constant k is most likely somewhat slower inS
w xPS I than in purple bacteria 31 , and k could be inT
9 y1  .the order of 10 s see Section 4.2.2 , i.e., compa-
rable to purple bacteria; k f109 sy1 would also beT
compatible with the assumption that the width of the
resonance in the magnetic field effect curve is essen-
tially due to lifetime broadening Polm, M. and Bret-
w xtel, K., manuscript in preparation; see Ref. 275 for
.simulations of this effect . It is of note that so-called
w xCP1-SDS particles were used in Ref. 31 which had
lost part of the antenna chlorophylls and functional
A during preparation with the detergent SDS. One1
should not exclude that the relatively harsh prepara-
tion procedure might have modified the native inter-
actions in the primary pair. The magnetic field effect
on the P700 triplet yield was also studied in PS I
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treated with water-saturated diethyl ether which ex-
tracts phylloquinone, carotenoids and about 90% of
the chlorophylls. The result was qualitatively similar
to the SDS preparation, but the resonance at around
w x60 G was less pronounced 111 . Comparing data on
the recombination kinetics of the primary pair in
different PS I preparations with A either extracted or1
doubly reduced, the reported half-times vary between
w x20 and 50 ns 15,23,31,110,167,221,223,271 ; in one
 .case, a biphasic description with t s26 ns 59%1r2
 . w xand 84 ns 41% was provided 111 . Estimates of the
yield of 3P700 formation during the recombination
w xvary between 15 and 62% 31,111,223,226 . The
reasons for the variation of the reported recombina-
tion kinetics and yield of 3P700 are not clear. The
triplet yields should be regarded with some caution
because of uncertainties in the exctinction coeffi-
cients used and because of possible contamination by
antenna chlorophyll triplets.
The decay of the P700 triplet state shows some
remarkable features. In CP1-SDS particles see
.above , the decay half-time is approx. 6 ms at room
temperature and is practically unaffected by the pres-
ence of oxygen in the medium, indicating that P700
w xis screened from oxygen 226 . The decay slows
w xdown upon cooling to t f800 ms at 10 K 226 .1r2
The activation energy determined between 294 and
100 K is approx. 40 meV; below 60 K, the decay
w xdoes not change any more with temperature 169 in
w x.combination with 226 . A similar temperature de-
pendency was observed for PS I particles prepared
w xwith Triton and poised at y625 mV 236 , and for a
preparation where A was presumably doubly re-1
duced by strong illumination in the presence of
dithionite at pH 10 Polm, M. and Brettel, K.,
.manuscript in preparation . For comparison, the triplet
state of Chl a in detergent micelles at room tempera-
 .ture is much longer lived t f500 ms under1r2
anaerobic conditions, but can be quenched by oxygen
 t f3 ms in air-saturated medium at room temper-1r2
.ature ; the decay slows down upon cooling to t f11r2
w xms below 200 K 170,200 . The mechanism of the
oxygen-independent activated decay of 3P700 is not
yet established. Interestingly, after treatment of PS I
with diethyl ether, 3P700 behaved more like 3Chl a
in vitro, showing a nearly temperature-independent
decay under anaerobic conditions t f560 ms at1r2
.278 K and 1 ms at 10 K , and triplet quenching by
oxygen t f50 ms in air-saturated medium at 2781r2
. w x 3K 111 . Quenching of P700 by oxygen at room
temperature seems to occur also in PS I treated with
hexane containing 0.3% methanol for extraction of
phylloquinone Schwartz, T. and Brettel, K., unpub-
w x. w xlished results; see also Ref. 15 . Ikegami et al. 111
pointed out that the difference between CP1-SDS
particles and diethyl ether treated PS I may be due to
the removal of carotenoid molecules in the latter
preparation. They refer to a proposal by Schenck et
w xal. 215 and suggest that the temperature dependency
of the 3P700 decay in CP1-SDS particles could be
explained by a triplet energy transfer from an acti-
3 vated state D for example, a triplet state of a
.neighbour antenna chlorophyll to a carotenoid
molecule. To prove this model, one should check for
the formation of carotenoid triplets at room tempera-
ture in CP1-SDS particles or in more native prepara-
tions after double reduction of A . With respect to1
alternative explanations for the activated decay of
3P700, one may consider a decay pathway via an
energetically higher radical pair state, as suggested
w xfor purple bacteria 41 , or an unusually strong cou-
pling between electronic states of P700 and phonon
modes so that intersystem crossing may become an
w xactivated process 56 . I would also like to mention
that ruffling distortions of the normally planar macro-
cycle skeleton of porphyrins can accelerate non-radia-
 .tive transitions at room temperature but not at 78 K
w xby several orders of magnitude 73 .
4.2.2. P700 qAy recombination1
Charge recombination in the secondary pair
P700qAy is expected to occur when the subsequent1
 .acceptors F , F and F are either prereduced orX B A
removed. It turned out that the kinetics of charge
recombination and even its pathway are strikingly
 .different for these two cases see below . Charge
recombination between P700q and Ay was also re-1
 .ported to occur when only F and F but not FA B X
w xwere prereduced 28 ; as it is likely that a fast redox
equilibrium between Ay and Fy exists in this case, I1 X
will deal with this situation separately in Section
4.2.3.
Remo˝al of F , F and F . When all three iron-A B X
sulphur clusters were removed, a transient decaying
with t f10 ms was observed in the flash-induced1r2
absorbance changes at 820 nm; it was originally
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attributed to the P700 triplet state formed via charge
q y w xrecombination in the pair P700 A 272 . Analysis1
of the difference spectrum of the 10 ms phase re-
 .vealed that 1 it is dominated by the P700 cation
rather than the P700 triplet, indicating that the 10 ms
transient represents a direct charge recombination
w xwhich repopulates the ground state of P700 271 , and
 . q2 that the partner of P700 in this recombination is
y w xdefinitively the secondary acceptor A 30 , in agree-1
w xment with a study by transient EPR 259 . A refined
study of the recombination kinetics showed clear
deviations from a monoexponential decay: at least
two exponential phases t f10 ms and 110 ms at1r2
.an amplitude ratio of approx. 2.5:1 were required for
a satisfying fit, but a distribution of P700qAy1
recombination rates may also account for the experi-
w xmental results 30 . The origin of the non-monoexpo-
nential kinetics could not be established. The recom-
bination slowed down only slightly upon cooling at
10 K, t f15 ms and 150 ms at an amplitude ratio1r2
. w xof 1:1 yielded a satisfying fit 30 , in line with a
direct recombination pathway recombination via re-
population of an energetically higher state as the
primary pair or the P700 triplet state should be a
.clearly activated reaction . In some 15% of the PS I
complexes, charge recombination of the primary pair
P700qAy with t f50 ns was observed at room0 1r2
temperature, indicating loss of A in a fraction of the1
w xsample 272 ; however, the percentage of primary
pair recombination increased upon cooling, indicating
that electron transfer from Ay to A became blocked0 1
w xat low temperature in part of the centres 30 . Short
incubation with dithionite at pH 8.3 of PS I devoid of
the iron-sulphur clusters seemed to be capable of
reducing a large fraction of A presumably to the1
.quinol form , an event not occurring in intact PS I
w xunder these conditions 30 . These observations indi-
cate that removal of all three iron-sulphur clusters
 .together with the stromal extrinsic proteins modi-
fied the A site considerably. It is hence not certain1
that the 10 ms recombination of P700qAy dominat-1
ing in this preparation represents the intrinsic recom-
bination rate in intact PS I. I would like to add the
following speculation: removal of the iron-sulphur
clusters may have increased the redox potential of A1
for the one-electron reduction to the semiquinone-
anion as well as for the double reduction to the
.quinol form so that the free energy of the pair
P700qAy would be lower than in intact PS I. As the1
charge recombination to the P700 ground state almost
certainly occurs in the Marcus inverted region see
.Sections 7.1 and 7.2.3 , a smaller free energy gap
would imply a faster recombination rate. In addition,
in PS I devoid of the three iron-sulphur clusters, A1
is presumably less well shielded from the aqueous
phase than it is in intact PS I so that the medium
 .reorganisation energy see Section 7.1 is presumably
larger than it is in intact PS I. This would also imply
q y  .a faster P700 A recombination see Section 7.1 .1
As a guess, the 150 ms recombination kinetics of
q y P700 A observed in intact PS I below 180 K see1
.Section 5 may represent the intrinsic charge recom-
bination rate also at room temperature. This could
more easily be reconciled with the virtually 100%
quantum yield of long-lived charge separation attain-
w x able in PS I 251 a 10-ms recombination in competi-
tion with the 200-ns forward electron transfer from
Ay to F would already cause 2% loss in the yield of1 X
.charge separation .
Prereduction of F , F and F . When all threeA B X
iron-sulphur clusters were prereduced by illumination
of intact PS I in the presence of dithionite at pH 10, a
transient decaying with t f3 ms was observed at1r2
room temperature in the flash-induced absorbance
w xchanges at 820 nm 212,231 . Based on its difference
spectrum in the near IR, the 3-ms phase was at-
tributed to the decay of the triplet state of P700,
 .formed with high efficiency )90% presumably via
charge recombination in the secondary pair P700qAy1
w x221 . Extending the measurements to the blue and
near UV regions, and improving the time resolution,
led to the conclusion that the pair P700qAy recom-1
bined with t f250 ns to form the triplet state of1r2
w xP700 224 , consistent with data obtained by transient
w xEPR at room temperature 240 . Obviously, this fast
recombination is not operative under normal condi-
tions because its competition with the 200 ns forward
electron transfer from Ay to F would make long-1 X
lived charge separation in PS I rather inefficient. To
account also for the high triplet yield, it was sug-
gested that reduction of F together with reductionX
.of F and F raises the free energy of the pairA B
q y  3 .P700 A from its normal level well below P7001
to at least 30 meV above the free energy of 3P700,
thus opening the fast triplet recombination channel
w x 221,224 . From very recent results Polm, M. and
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Fig. 10. Reaction scheme for charge recombination in the sec-
 q y.ondary pair P700 A A when F , F and F are prereduced0 1 A B X
 .by illumination in the presence of dithionite at pH 10 . Bold
arrows indicate the reaction route which is suggested to dominate
at room temperature. Note that the free energy of P700qA Ay0 1
should be well below that of 3P700 under normal conditions, but
is presumably above 3P700 due to the prereduction treatment.
.Brettel, K., manuscript in preparation , an indirect
recombination pathway via thermal repopulation of
 .the primary pair see Fig. 10 was suggested. This
suggestion was based on the temperature dependency
of the recombination kinetics which yielded an acti-
vation energy of approx. 150 meV between 300 and
250 K; at lower temperatures, an only weakly acti-
vated direct recombination to the P700 ground state
seemed to prevail, consistent with the 20 ms recom-
w x.bination observed previously at 10 K 230 ; this
activation energy may well correspond to the energy
difference between the primary pair P700qAy and0
the secondary pair P700qAy which is raised to1
above the energy level of 3P700 due to prereduction
of F , F and F Polm, M. and Brettel, K.,A B X
.manuscript in preparation; see also Section 6.1.4 .
 .The suggested recombination pathway Fig. 10 would
also readily explain the high yield of 3P700, as k isT
 .expected to be faster than k see Section 4.2.1 andS
as singlet-triplet spin evolution in the only very
weakly coupled pair P700qAy is expected to be1
rather efficient. Assuming that the activation energy
of 150 meV corresponds approximately to the stan-
dard free energy difference between P700qAy and0
q y P700 A this assumption implies that the entropy1
.difference is negligible , k should be in the order ofT
109 sy1 to account for a decay of P700qAy with1
t f250 ns at room temperature. Some slowing of1r2
the P700qAy recombination due to a weak external1
magnetic field may reflect a decreased efficiency of
singlet-triplet spin evolution in the pair P700qAy1
w x29 .
It should be mentioned that the treatment used in
w x Refs. 221,224 and by Polm and Brettel Polm, M.
.and Brettel, K., manuscript in preparation to prere-
duce F continuous illumination in the presence ofX
.dithionite at pH 10 could have induced additional
modifications e.g., reduction of other components,
.structural changes in the PS I complex, etc. which
may be necessary to enable the fast triplet recombina-
tion pathway of the secondary pair. This suspicion is
supported by the observation, during the illumination
treatment, of a 5 ms-transient at 820 nm, occurring
apparently prior to the full development of the 250 ns
recombination; this 5 ms-transient should not arise
from 3P700 and might represent P700qAy recom-1
bination in centres with a less modified acceptor site
 .Polm, M. and Brettel, K., manuscript in preparation .
Previously, a 30-ms kinetics was tentatively attributed
to P700qAy recombination under conditions where1
F and F were presumably reduced by preflashesB X
w xand F was inactivated 24 .A
4.2.3. Recombination in the redox equilibrium be-
tween P700 qAy and P700 qF y1 X
As outlined in Section 4.1.2, flash excitation of PS
I with F and F prereduced or removed leads to aA B
relatively long-lived charge-separated state which can
be considered as a rapid redox equilibrium between
P700qAy and P700qFy, where the equilibrium con-1 X
stant Ksk rk varies between differently pre-1 y1
pared samples. Direct charge recombination within
this equilibrium should be described by the kinetic
Scheme 2.
Scheme 2.
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As the establishment of the equilibrium t f1r2
.20–200 ns is more than three orders of magnitude
 .faster than the recombination t G 250 ms ,1r2
Scheme 2 predicts a nearly monoexponential recom-
bination with an effective rate
k s k qKkX r Kq1 1 .  .  .eff r r
In principle, an activated recombination pathway
via repopulation of the primary pair and recombina-
tion to the triplet state of P700 as discussed in
Section 4.2.2 for the case of prereduced F , F andA B
.F might also be considered; as, however, theX
recombination of the pair P700qAy seems to be1
essentially independent of temperature when only FA
 .and F are prereduced see below , I neglect such anB
activated recombination pathway in the present sec-
tion.
w xIn earlier studies 85,135,212,252 , a charge
recombination with t f250 ms in the presence of1r2
prereduced F and F was assigned to charge recom-A B
q y bination in the pair P700 F in the framework ofX
Scheme 2, this assignment would imply k 4k1 y1
 . X 3 y1.K41 and k fk f2.8=10 s . However,eff r
these studies were performed prior to the discovery
of the secondary acceptor A , and as the spectral data1
did not extend to the near UV, it is not clear whether
and to what extent the pair P700qAy contributed to1
the recombination. In a PS I preparation from Syne-
chococcus sp. with prereduced F and F , it wasA B
demonstrated that the partner of P700q in the 250 ms
recombination had spectral features characteristic of
y y w xA rather than F 28 . Based on a refined measure-1 X
ment on PS I from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, a
ratio of approx. 3:1 between P700qAy and P700qFy1 X
 .was estimated i.e., Kf0.33; see Section 4.1.2 . In
the PS I-b preparation from spinach, however, a ratio
of approx. 1:2 between P700qAy and P700qFy was1 X
observed for the state recombining with t f2501r2
w xms in the presence of prereduced F and F 225 .A B
After removal of F and F , a recombination withA B
 .t f1.2 ms to 750 ms at room temperature was1r2
q y w xassigned to the pair P700 F 83,84,152 , althoughX
the spectral features of the recombination may indi-
q y cate a contribution of approx. 25% P700 A i.e.,1
.Kf3; see Section 4.1.2 . Interestingly, the recom-
bination in the absence of F and F and the recom-A B
bination in the presence of prereduced F and FA B
depended very differently on temperature. In the
absence of F and F , the recombination slowedA B
down upon cooling, following the Arrhenius law
between 298 and 225 K with an activation energy of
approx. 140 meV; between 225 and 77 K, the 85 ms
w xhalf-time remained temperature-invariant 83 . With
prereduced F and F , however, the recombinationA B
kinetics were virtually independent of temperature
w x231 or accelerated even slightly upon cooling to
w xt f150 ms at 10 K 32 .1r2
The observation that the recombination is slowest
q y when P700 F dominates in the equilibrium F andX A
. X F removed indicates that k is slower than k seeB r r
.Scheme 2 , as expected with the reasonable assump-
tion that F is farther away from P700 than A . In aX 1
first approximation, the contribution of kX to kr eff
may be neglected for PS I from cyanobacteria with
prereduced F and F Kf0.33 at room tempera-A B
. 3 y1 ture . The observed k f2.8=10 s t f250eff 1r2
. 3 y1ms would then yield k f3.7=10 s . Assumingr
the same k for PS I devoid of F and F and Kf3r A B
 .see above , the recombination of the equilibrium
q y  X .state via P700 A alone k neglected would al-1 r
ready yield k f9.2=102 sy1, corresponding toeff
t f750 ms the observed half-time was 750 ms to1r2
.1.2 ms . According to this rough estimate, the recom-
bination at room temperature may proceed virtually
completely via P700qAy and k even in PS I devoid1 r
of F and F where P700qFy dominates in theA B X
equilibrium. The temperature dependency of the re-
combination kinetics in PS I devoid of F and F seeA B
.above may be explained in the following simplified
way. The 85 ms recombination below 225 K is
essentially due to direct charge recombination in the
q y  X y1pair P700 F k f10 s , independent of tempera-X r
. q yture . The population of P700 A in equilibrium1
with P700qFy increases with increasing tempera-X
ture, so that recombination via P700qAy and k1 r
becomes competitive with kX at about 225 K andr
dominating at higher temperatures. The activation
energy of the recombination should then correspond
approximately to the energy difference between
P700qAy and P700qFy, i.e., DH8fy140 meV.1 X
The large deviation from DG8fy28 meV equiv-
.alent to Kf3 at 298 K may reflect an important
entropic contribution andror the fact that the activa-
tion energy was measured in a PS I preparation
different from the preparation where the equilibrium
constant was estimated.
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I would like to mention that the very simplified
view presented so far fails to explain the similar
 .recombination kinetics t f250 ms in PS I from1r2
cyanobacteria and in the PS I-b preparation from
 .spinach both with prereduced F and F : the ratherA B
different equilibrium constants between P700qAy1
q y and P700 F approx. 0.33 and 2 for the cyanobac-X
.terial and the spinach preparation, respectively should
lead to significantly different effective recombination
rates, provided that k is the same for both samplesr
X   ..and that k is negligible see Eq. 1 . Possibly, ther
not yet well understood influence of the preparation
procedure, origin of the sample, etc., on the energet-
ics and the equilibrium between the pairs P700qAy1
and P700qFy also affects the kinetics of chargeX
recombination in these pairs.
4.2.4. Recombination in the pairs P700 qF y andA
P700 qF yB
A charge recombination with t f45 ms at1r2
. qroom temperature between P700 and the terminal
membrane-bound electron acceptor called P430 at
.that time; see Section 1 was discovered 25 years ago
w xby Hiyama and Ke 103 . It is not yet established
whether Fy or Fy is the partner of P700q in thisA B
 .recombination see also Sections 3.2.5 and 6 , or –
assuming a fast redox equilibrium between the states
P700qFy and P700qFy – which of these statesA B
dominates in the equilibrium. The observation that
the recombination kinetics was not significantly mod-
ified by inactivation of F using HgCl could indi-B 2
cate that Fy was the dominating recombination part-A
q w xner of P700 also in the untreated sample 71 . As
further unresolved or controversial features of this
charge recombination, I would like to mention:
 .A According to some reports, the recombination
was not monoexponential and could be better de-
cribed as a second order reaction with equivalent
w xconcentrations of the two reactants 103 or by two
  .  .exponentials t f15 ms 30% and 70 ms 70%1r2
w x  .265 , or t f19 ms 73% and t )200 ms1r2 1r2
 . w x.27% 211 . It is of note that charge recombination
between P700q and the electron in a fast redox
equilibrium between FyF and F Fy is expected toA B A B
be virtually monoexponential in a homogeneous sam-
ple. One might suppose that the non-monoexpo-
nential kinetics were related to the following effect B.
 . B It was reported that only a fraction in the
. qorder of 30–50% of P700 was rereduced by charge
recombination with t f50 ms, while the remain-1r2
q w xing P700 was longer-lived 181,205,247 . Accord-
ing to Sonoike et al., the long-lived component was
significantly diminished under anaerobic conditions
and totally eliminated by the addition of dithionite,
 .ysuggesting that a substantial fraction of F F wasA B
w xreoxidised by oxygen 247 . Rousseau et al., how-
ever, excluded oxygen as electron acceptor because
their experiments were done after severe degassing
w x205 . Hence, one should also consider other possibil-
ities, as for example a not yet identified electron
acceptor different from oxygen which became re-
 w x.duced by dithionite see also Ref. 181 .
 . qC The charge recombination between P700 and
 .yF F slows down upon cooling so that the statesA B
P700qFy and P700qFy are virtually irreversibleA B
 .below approx. 100 K see Section 5 . Reported val-
ues for the activation energy E of the recombinationA
at higher temperatures deviate substantially: E f240A
meV was determined from the decay of the EPR
q w xsignal of P700 between 250 and 180 K 270 ;
E f200 meV was determined from the decay kinet-A
ics between 320 and 285 K of a long-lived lumines-
cence component assumed to reflect the pair
q .yP700 F F in equilibrium with the singlet excitedA B
w xstate of P700 237 ; E f460 meV was determinedA
from electroluminescence measurements and from
absorbance difference kinetics between 302 and 284
K, considering only the slower component of the
w xapparently biphasic recombination 265 . Clarification
of the activation energy should help to establish the
pathway of charge recombination: a value in the
order of 200 meV may be compatible with a recom-
bination via thermal repopulation of the secondary
pair P700qAy, while a value of approx. 460 meV1
would indicate repopulation of the primary pair
q y w xP700 A , as suggested in Ref. 265 . Obviously, the0
activation energy can only be determined reliably
when the ambiguities with respect to the recombina-
 .tion kinetics see points A and B are relieved.
As it is possible to photoreduce F and F in theA B
same PS I complex, a charge recombination in the
state P700qFyFy may occur and show kinetics dif-A B
q  .yferent from the state P700 F F . To my knowl-A B
edge, the former recombination has not yet been
characterised explicitly in the literature.
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5. Electron transfer at cryogenic temperatures
Low temperature photochemistry in PS I was stud-
ied extensively in the seventies and early eighties,
mainly by EPR spectroscopy at around 15 K which
allows one to distinguish between the three iron-
sulphur clusters. I will quote only the main results
and refer the reader to earlier review articles
w x57,155,168,209,229 for more details and references.
w xMalkin and Bearden 159 discovered that illumi-
nation of PS I at 77 K led to virtually irreversible
charge separation between P700 and an iron-sulphur
 .cluster now known as F . Later work establishedA
formation of P700qFy in some fraction of the PS IB
complexes, in addition to P700qFy in another frac-A
tion note that low temperature illumination cannot
reduce both F and F in the same PS I complex,A B
.because P700 can deliver only one electron . The
ratio between P700qFy and P700qFy varied consid-B A
erably according to certain experimental conditions
and to the origin of the sample: while Fy clearlyA
w xdominated in PS I from spinach, pea and lettuce 187
after illumination at around 20 K, an increased amount
of Fy was detected under similar conditions in PS IB
w xfrom the cyanobacterium Phormidium laminosum 37
 w x.but not, e.g., in Anacystis nidulans 187 and in PS
w x q yI from barley 187 . An increased P700 F toB
P700qFy ratio could also be achieved in PS I fromA
 . w xspinach by addition of glycerol 50% vrv 39,59 or
w xby H O to D O exchange 163 and in PS I lacking2 2
w xPsaD 44,79,148 . A relative increase in photo-
reduction of F was also observed after continuousB
illumination at 215 K and subsequent cooling to 25 K
for EPR detection; this effect may in part reflect a
faster recombination of the pair P700qFy comparedA
q y w x w xto P700 F at 215 K 39 ; see also Ref. 102 . FromB
the fact that it was possible to obtain stable samples
 .with either F reduced illumination at 25 K or FA B
reduced illumination at 200 K in the presence of
.glycerol and cooling to 25 K , it was concluded that
there was no electron transfer between these centres
w x at 25 K 39 see Section 8.1 for an alternative
.interpretation of this observation . It should be men-
tioned that an accurate determination of the ratio of
Fy and Fy is not trivial because the EPR signal ofA B
Fy saturates at lower microwave power than theB
y w xsignal of F 206 .A
The electron transfer pathway from F to F andX A
F at low temperature is a highly controversial issueB
 .see also Section 3.2.5 . The linear sequence F “FX B
“F as suggested by the midpoint potentials seeA
.Fig. 2 was challenged by observations that F couldA
be photoreduced at around 20 K in PS I complexes
w xwhere F had been prereduced chemically 37,187 ,B
in agreement with photoreduction of F at 20 K afterA
w xinactivation of F by treatment with HgCl 211 andB 2
a similar trend during treatment with urearferri-
w xcyanide 86 . Inactivation of F by treatment withB
diazonium benzene sulfonate, however, inhibited low
temperature photoreduction of F , supporting the se-A
w xquence F “F “F 156 . The latter result shouldX B A
be regarded with caution because irreversible photo-
oxidation of P700 still occurred at normal yield,
indicating that an ‘irreversible’ electron acceptor was
functioning, although it was not detected under the
EPR conditions normally used to monitor Fy and Fy.A B
A possible sequence F “F “F may be sup-X A B
ported by the almost negligible 18 K photoreduction
of F in PS I complexes where F had been prere-B A
w xduced chemically 9 . In another report, however,
significant photoreduction of F was observed in theB
w xpresence of prereduced F 100 . Analysis of PS IA
mutated at either the F or the F site did not yetA B
yield conclusive results with respect to the electron
 .transfer pathway see Sections 3.2.5 and 4.1.3 . The
difficulties in explaining the experimental results
within either of these two linear electron transfer
pathways led to the proposal of parallel electron
y  w xtransfer from F to F and F e.g., 173,187 ; seeX A B
also the review articles cited at the beginning of this
.section . This point will be further discussed in Sec-
tions 7.2.7 and 8.1.
Time-resolved EPR and optical studies provided
the surprising result that even after prolonged illumi-
nation at low temperature supposed to induce the
virtually irreversible charge separation between P700
 ..and F F , there still occurred a reversible photo-A B
oxidation of P700 in an important fraction of the PS I
w xcomplexes 151,172,270 . This indicates a hetero-
geneity of PS I with respect to electron transfer at
low temperature, possibly because PS I is frozen in
different conformations only some of which are
 . w xfavourable for electron transfer to F F 37,232 . ItA B
is now established that the reversible reaction con-
sists of a P700qFy charge recombination with tX 1r2
s50–400 ms in a minor fraction of the PS I com-
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w x q yplexes 173,232 and a dominating P700 A recom-1
w xbination with t f150 ms 166,216,232 ; a similar1r2
q y  .P700 A recombination t f220 ms at 77 K1 1r2
was also observed and characterised spectroscopi-
w xcally in PS I devoid of F and F 152 .A B
Data about the fraction of PS I complexes which
can be trapped irreversibly in the states P700qFyA
and P700qFy and the complementary fraction stillB
performing reversible formation of P700qAy and1
P700qFy vary in the literature, with values rangingX
w x w xfrom 12% 37 to 100% 46 for the ‘irreversible’
w x w xfraction, and from 55–75% 216 to 20–30% 166
for the ‘reversible’ fraction. This variation may re-
flect different degrees of low temperature heterogene-
ity between different samples different species and
preparation procedures, presence or absence of cry-
.oprotectants, etc. , and possibly also difficulties with
the quantification of the EPR signals.
It is of note that a saturating single turnover laser
flash given to dark-adapted PS I at around 20 K
induced only 20–40% of the irreversible charge sepa-
w xration obtained by continuous illumination 46,232 .
Based on a study of the yields of the different
reactions induced by each flash in a series of laser
w xflashes, Setif et al. 232 suggested that, in the frozen´
state, there exists a very large distribution of rates of
photoreduction of F in competition with chargeA
recombination between the preceding acceptor and
q.P700 , including a rate of zero in one-third of the
PS I complexes which underwent reversible charge
separation even after prolonged illumination in this
.study .
In order to come to a better understanding of the
apparent heterogeneity and inefficiency of low tem-
w xperature photochemistry, Schlodder et al. 216 stud-
ied the kinetics of Ay and P700q in PS I from1
Synechococcus elongatus by flash absorption spec-
troscopy throughout the full range from 300 to 77 K
  .in the presence of 65% vrv glycerol as a glass-for-
.ming cryoprotectant . Between 300 and 200 K, the
reoxidation of Ay could be described with a single1
exponential phase which slowed down from t f1r2
 .  .200 ns 300 K to t f10 ms 200 K , following1r2
Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy of ap-
prox. 220 meV. Between 200 and 150 K, a second
kinetic phase with t f210 ms appeared and grew1r2
at the expense of the faster phase. Below 150 K, the
faster phase was hardly detectable, and the slower
phase accelerated slightly to t f170 ms at 77 K.1r2
From comparisons with the kinetics of P700q in the
same temperature ranges, it was concluded that the
reoxidation of Ay was due to electron transfer to the1
iron-sulphur centres above 200 K, but mainly due to
q charge recombination with P700 below 150 K as
the measurements of Ay reoxidation were performed1
under repetitive excitation, the PS I complexes capa-
ble of irreversible charge separation 25–45% in this
.sample were trapped at low temperatures and could
.not contribute to the measured signals . The transition
from dominating forward electron transfer to domi-
nating recombination in the pair P700qAy occurred1
around 170 K. It is of note that this transition could
not simply be explained by competition between
forward electron transfer from Ay to the iron sulphur1
 .centres which slowed down upon cooling and charge
y q recombination between A and P700 nearly tem-1
.perature independent , because such a competition
would yield a monophasic reoxidation of Ay rather1
than the observed biphasic kinetics. Schlodder et al.
w x  .216 attributed the slower phase t f210 ms at1r2
around 170 K to P700qAy recombination in a frac-1
tion of the PS I complexes in which electron transfer
to F was blocked this fraction would increase fromX
.200 to 150 K , and the faster phase to competing
electron transfer from Ay to F and from Ay to1 X 1
P700q in another fraction. Interestingly, the tempera-
ture of the transition from forward electron transfer
beyond A to charge recombination in the pair1
P700qAy was close to the expected liquid to glass1
  .transition of the medium 165 K for 65% vrv
w x.glycerol in water 199 . Furthermore, the tempera-
ture of the transition between the two behaviors of PS
I varied with the composition of the cryoprotecting
medium in a similar way as the temperature of the
liquid to glass transition. It was suggested that the
inhibition of forward electron transfer to F wasX
caused by the extreme increase of the viscosity to
13 w xmore than 10 Poise due to the glass transition 216
 .see also Section 8.2 . It is of note that also in
reaction centres from heliobacteria a transition from
 .  .long-lived 12–15 ms to a shorter-lived 2–4 ms
charge separation was observed upon cooling from
w x230 to 170 K in the presence of 67% glycerol 42 .
With respect to electron transfer from excited P700
via A to A , I am not aware of any time-resolved0 1
study at low temperature. However, the flash yield of
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P700qAy formation in PS I devoid of F , F and F1 A B X
was reported to decrease upon cooling, which may
reflect blocked or drastically slowed electron transfer
from Ay to A in a fraction of the centres in this0 1
 .preparation see Section 4.2.2 . No such effect has
been reported for intact PS I.
Finally, I would like to mention a kinetic problem
of low temperature electron transfer in PS I. Crowder
w xand Bearden 46 reported that irreversible reduction
of F due to a single laser flash occurred within lessA
than 1 ms at 25 K; under similar conditions, part of
P700q decayed with t f200 ms, indicative of1r2
q y charge recombination in the pair P700 F seeX
.above . Obviously, if F received the electron fromA
Fy within 1 ms, this electron transfer should outcom-X
pete the 200 ms recombination in the pair P700qFy.X
Because of this dilemma, it was suggested that F isX
w xnot involved in forward photochemistry of PS I 46
y and that F is directly reduced by A in competitionA 1
q y.with the 120 ms recombination in the pair P700 A1
w x232 . Such a bypass is, however, difficult to recon-
 .cile with other data see Section 4.1.2 . As a hypo-
thetical explanation, I would like to suggest that the
200 ms recombination of P700qFy occurs only in aX
fraction of the PS I complexes where electron trans-
fer from Fy to F is extremely slow or impossibleX A
 .see also Section 8.1 , while in another fraction this
recombination is in fact outcompeted by the faster
electron transfer from Fy to F . One may also sug-X A
gest that Fy formed by electron transfer from AyX 1
relaxes on a time-scale shorter or approximately equal
 .to 1 ms at low temperature to an energetically lower
state which is no longer capable of reducing F atA
 .low temperature see also Section 8.2 ; electron trans-
fer from Fy to F would then compete with thisX A
relaxation rather than with the 200 ms recombination
between relaxed Fy and P700q.X
6. Energetics of the charge separated states
6.1. Re˝iew of published data
A widely accepted energetic scheme of PS I has
been presented in Fig. 2, using measured and esti-
mated midpoint potentials of the redox cofactors. The
 .standard free energy change DG8 per molecule for
the formation of a pair PqAy can be calculated
approximately from the redox potentials by
q y q yDG8 PA“P A sq E P rP yE ArA .  .  .e m m
2 .
where q is the elementary charge. This relatione
neglects possible interactions between Pq and Ay
 w x.see, e.g., Ref. 13 . Most obviously, the electrostatic
interaction between Pq and Ay tends to stabilise the
state PqAy, i.e., its free energy may be smaller than
 .expected according to Eq. 2 from the midpoint
potentials. Calculation of the electrostatic interaction
 .energy requires detailed microscopic knowledge of
the surrounding protein which is not yet available for
PS I. To get an impression of the possible magnitude
of the effect, one may consider two elementary
charges within a hypothetical homogeneous protein
˚ .sphere radius, 20 A; dielectric constant es2 sur-
 . w xrounded by water es78 75 . E.g., with one charge
˚at 8 A from the surface and the second charge in the
˚centre of the sphere i.e., 12 A apart from the first
.charge , the electrostatic interaction energy would be
˚approx. 250 meV; with the second charge at 8 A
from the surface at a position opposite to the first
charge, one would obtain approx. 40 meV, and with
˚the second charge at 2 A from the surface only
approx. 10 meV these values were estimated using
w xFig. 7 in Ref. 75 ; they constitute upper limits be-
cause dipolar reorientation of the protein was not
incorporated in the calculation, i.e., es2 represents
.the electronic polarisability only .
6.1.1. P700 qF y and P700 qF yA B
The midpoint potentials of F and F were deter-A B
mined by redox titration at room temperature and
subsequent detection by low temperature EPR. For
PS I from spinach, reduction potentials of about
y540 and y590 mV were reported for F and F ,A B
w x respectively 61,100,131 note that the lower poten-
tial corresponded to reduction of F when F wasB A
already reduced, i.e., to the couple FyF rFyFy; seeA B A B
.  .below . These values shifted to y510 mV F andA
 .  .y545 mV F in the presence of 50% vrv glyc-B
w xerol 59 . In PS I from barley and from Phormidium
laminosum, however, F was more easy to reduceB
w xthan F 37,187 . At first glance, this seems to indi-A
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cate a variation of the thermodynamically favourable
electron transfer pathway between species F “FX B
“F in spinach and F “F “F in barley andA X A B
.Phormidium laminosum . However, it appears to me
that the ratio of the singly reduced states FyF andA B
F Fy detected by EPR at low temperature is notA B
necessarily the same as the ratio at room temperature
where the potential was established. Provided that the
midpoint potentials of the two clusters depend differ-
ently on temperature, it is, e.g., conceivable that at a
certain ambient potential F is predominantly re-B
duced at room temperature i.e., F would have aB
.higher potential than F , but the electron passes toA
F during cooling because the midpoint potential ofA
F decreases more strongly than that of F theB A
.opposite case is of course also conceivable . Possibly,
the variation between species of the low temperature
EPR results reflects a difference in some freezing
 .effect see also Section 8.1 rather than different
electron transfer pathways at room temperature.
Another open question is whether reduction of one
of the two iron-sulphur clusters on PsaC affects the
potential of the other cluster. A decrease of this
 .potential negative cooperativity could easily be ex-
plained by the electrostatic interaction between the
negative charges, but the assumption of a positive
cooperativity yielded a better fit to the redox titration
w xcurves in Ref. 61 . It should be mentioned that the
shapes of the titration curves plots of the amplitudes
.of certain peaks in the EPR spectra versus potential
w xin Refs. 61,131 appear different. This may in part
reflect problems with the analysis of the EPR spectra
because the principal g-values of the three contribut-
 y y y y.ing paramagnetic states F F , F F and F F areA B A B A B
partially overlapping. I feel that more reliable titra-
tion curves might be obtained by analysing the com-
plete EPR spectra as superpositions of the spectra of
the states FyF , F Fy and FyFy and plotting theirA B A B A B
relative contributions versus potential. This may also
help to establish a possible cooperativity between
reduction of F and F .A B
In summary, transfer of one electron to the iron-
sulphur clusters in PsaC occurs at a midpoint poten-
tial of about y540 mV y510 mV in the presence of
.glycerol at room temperature, but it is not sure
whether F or F is reduced in this step or whetherA B
.this varies between species . A second electron is
transferred at around y590 mV y545 mV in the
. y ypresence of glycerol to form the state F F , but it isA B
not sure whether this value would apply as well, if
the cluster with the higher potential were still oxi-
dised as is normally the case during charge separa-
.tion in PS I .
Redox titrations with EPR detection were also
w xperformed on isolated PsaC 91,174,190 and on sev-
w xeral PsaC mutants 174,278–280 ; the midpoint po-
tentials varied in the range from y470 to y630 mV
 w x  . .as long as 4Fe-4S cluster s were assembled , and
in most cases the EPR spectra were modified com-
pared to intact PS I. These effects are not yet well
understood. After destruction of F by treatment withB
HgCl , F titrated at y530 mV, although there was2 A
y w xsome modification of the EPR spectrum of F 120 .A
 .The midpoint potential of the terminal acceptor s
was also estimated more indirectly by monitoring
photoreactions of P700 at low temperature as a func-
tion of the potential established previously at room
temperature. Irreversible photooxidation of P700 for-
q y q y .mation of P700 F or P700 F ; see Section 5 wasA B
lost upon reduction at a midpoint potential of y530
w x mV 51,150 . Reversible photooxidation of P700 due
to charge recombination in the pairs P700qAy and1
q y .P700 F ; see Section 5 , however, grew with aX
w xmidpoint potential of y585 mV 100 . Later it was
suggested that both midpoint potentials reflected re-
duction of F when F was already reduced, and thatB A
the higher value reflected an effect of glycerol see
. w xabove on the midpoint potentials 59 . However, the
w xuse of glycerol is not mentioned in Ref. 150 , thus
the interpretation of these titration experiments re-
mains somewhat ambiguous.
Attempts were also made to determine the mid-
point potential of the terminal iron-sulphur cluster by
monitoring the photoreaction of P700 at room tem-
perature during redox titrations. Long-lived ms
. q range flash-induced P700 attributed to
q .y .P700 F F ; see Section 4.2.4 titrated with aA B
w xmidpoint potential of y470 mV 129 or y500 mV
w x77 , i.e., at significantly higher potentials than those
attributed to F and F in the titrations with detectionA B
at low temperature. Although the midpoint potentials
of F and F may well decrease upon cooling, this isA B
unlikely to be the origin of the discrepancy, because,
w xas already pointed out by Lozier and Butler 150 , the
rate of cooling was usually much faster than the
redox equilibration of the system. I consider it as
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more likely that the loss of the long-lived P700q
signal at room temperature was due to a faster rere-
duction of P700q by redox mediators which became
reduced in the course of the titrations.
 .According to Eq. 2 , a midpoint potential of
y540 mV for the reduction of the terminal acceptor
 .F or F together with the midpoint potential of 490A B
mV for the oxidation of P700 yields a free energy of
q .y1.03 eV for the state P700 F F , provided thatA B
the interaction between the two partners can be ne-
glected. The latter assumption seems justified be-
cause of the large distance between the partners and
because of their proximity to the aqueous phase. It is
of note that the midpoint potential of P700 appears to
vary between different PS I preparations. The value
of 490 mV used above was reported for PS I isolated
from spinach by relatively mild treatments; harsher
treatments led to lower midpoint potentials down to
approx. 430 mV for a PS I complex isolated with
. w xSDS 228 . Hence, in certain PS I preparations the
q .yfree energy of the pair P700 F F may be lowerA B
than the above estimate of 1.03 eV.
A completely different way of estimating the en-
q .yergy of the state P700 F F is based on theA B
luminescence emitted by excited antenna chloro-
phylls in equilibrium with this charge separated state.
From the decrease of the intensity of the stationary
luminescence with decreasing temperature, an activa-
tion energy of approx. 630 meV was estimated and
attributed to the energy difference between the ex-
cited state assumed to be approx. 1.7 eV above the
. w xground state and the charge separated state 237 . In
view of the difficulties of the luminescence method
possible contamination by other luminescing pro-
cesses; temperature dependence of the lifetime of the
.charge separated state and some uncertainty about
the energy of the excited state 1.7 eV corresponds to
.an optical transition at 730 nm , the resulting energy
q .yof 1.07 eV for P700 F F should be consideredA B
as only a rough estimate. It should also be pointed
out that this is an energy and not a free energy as the
.1.03 eV estimated from the redox potentials , so that
a possible entropic contribution might also account
for a deviation between the two estimates.
6.1.2. P700 qF yX
The reduction potential of F was estimated byX
titration experiments similar to those described above
for F and F . Monitoring Fy directly by low tem-A B X
w xperature EPR, Chamrovsky and Cammack 40 ob-
tained a midpoint potential of y705"15 mV. It is
of note that the lowest potential attained in this study
 .y750 mV was not sufficient to reduce F com-X
pletely. The signal amplitude corresponding to com-
plete reduction was estimated by illumination of the
samples in the EPR cavity. Because of the hetero-
geneity of low temperature electron transfer in PS I
 .see Section 5 , I consider it likely that the signal
amplitude for complete reduction of F was underes-X
w xtimated in Ref. 40 , and that the midpoint potential
w xof F may be lower than y705 mV. Ke et al. 130X
monitored the steady-state EPR signal of P700q dur-
ing illumination at 15 K and observed a signal de-
crease for potentials below about y700 mV. This
was attributed to reduction of F with an estimatedX
midpoint potential of y730 mV the titration ex-
. w xtended down to y740 mV . Parrett et al. 193
followed the amplitude of flash-induced P700q de-
caying with t f250 ms at room temperature; from1r2
the decrease of the signal with decreasing potential, a
midpoint potential of y670 mV was estimated for
the reduction of F . One may suspect that this valueX
reflected electron donation to P700q by redox media-
tors andror accumulation of Fy due to the actinicX
effect of the 698 nm measuring light and the repeti-
tive flash excitation, or even double reduction of A1
 w x.cf. Ref. 23 . It should be pointed out that in all
these titrations F and F were already reduced,A B
which may have affected the midpoint potential of
F , e.g., by electrostatic interaction. To clarify thisX
w xpoint, Parrett et al. 193 performed an optical titra-
tion similar to the one described above for a PS I
core devoid of F and F and the stromal extrinsicA B
subunits. The midpoint potential attributed to the
reduction of F was y610 mV. As pointed out inX
w xRef. 193 , this shift in potential might, in addition to
the loss of electrostatic interaction with Fy and Fy,A B
reflect a more hydrophilic environment of F afterX
removal of the extrinsic subunits.
In summary, in the presence of prereduced F andA
F , the midpoint potential of F may be aroundB X
y730 mV, and the free energy of the pair P700qFyX
hence around 1.22 eV assuming 490 mV for the
oxidation of P700 and neglecting interactions be-
q y.tween P700 and F . With F and F oxidised orX A B
extracted, F is presumably more easy to reduce andX
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the free energy of the pair P700qFy hence somewhatX
 .lower see also Section 4.1.2 , but reliable quantita-
tive data are not yet available.
6.1.3. P700 qAy1
The midpoint potential for reduction of A is often1
assumed to be well below that of F in order toX
support efficient forward electron transfer see also
.Fig. 2 . It is likely that the environment of A has a1
specific effect in lowering the potential compared to
 .phylloquinone in vitro see Section 3.2.3 . To my
knowledge, redox titrations of the A rAy couple in1 1
 w xPS I have not been reported but see Ref. 23 for
.putative double reduction to the quinol form .
w xVos and Van Gorkom 266 estimated a midpoint
potential of y810 mV for the A rAy couple, based1 1
on a model simulation of the luminescence kinetics
induced by an external electric field pulse applied to
q y PS I in the state P700 F the electric field shouldA
affect the quasi-equilibrium between singlet excited
chlorophylls, the charge separated states including
q y. .P700 A and the triplet states . It appears to me1
that this method of estimating the midpoint potential
of A is a very indirect one, depending on a number1
 .of model assumptions and fixed simulation parame-
ters which are not unambiguously established. As
w xanother indirect approach, Setif and Brettel 225´
analysed the biphasic reoxidation kinetics of Ay in a1
PS I preparation from spinach, assuming a redox
equilibrium between the states P700qAy and1
q y  .P700 F see Section 4.1.2 . The equilibrium con-X
stant at room temperature was estimated to be in the
range from 0.75 to 3.2, corresponding to a reaction
free energy of q7 to y30 meV for electron transfer
from Ay to F , i.e., the pair P700qAy would be1 X 1
very close to or only slightly higher in free energy
than the pair P700qFy. Evidently, this result dependsX
on the validity of the kinetic model; furthermore, it
was derived for a special PS I preparation, while
other preparations show different kinetics see Sec-
. w xtion 4.1.2 . Iwaki and Itoh 116 also tried to estimate
the free energy gap between P700qAy and P700qFy1 X
by kinetic modelling. They used a PS I preparation
which had been depleted of phylloquinone and most
antenna chlorophylls and subsequently had been re-
constituted with different quinones, including phyllo-
 .quinone see also Section 3.2.3 . With increasing in
vitro midpoint potential of the quinones, long-lived
 .t )1 ms flash-induced charge separation was1r2
replaced by a 200-ms recombination between P700q
and presumably the reduced quinone. E.g., after re-
constitution with phylloquinone, the 200-ms phase
represented approx. 15% of total flash-induced P700q.
w x The kinetic model in Ref. 116 assumes a rapid in
.the order of 100 ns redox equilibrium between re-
duced quinone and F , which decays by a muchX
 . yslower approx. 150 ms electron transfer from F toX
 .F F , in competition with the 200 ms recombina-A B
tion between reduced quinone and P700q. In the
framework of this model, the 15% of a 200 ms phase
 .observed with phylloquinone PhyQ implies that the
pair P700qPhyQy lies 54 to 78 meV higher in free
q y w xenergy than the pair P700 F 116 . Unfortunately,X
the 200 ms phase appears to be a special feature of
w xthe PS I preparation used in Ref. 116 which has to
my knowledge never been observed in intact PS I
under conditions of normal forward electron transfer.
Furthermore, an approx. 150 ms electron transfer
y  .from F to F F would be incompatible with theX A B
much faster reduction of ferredoxin by intact PS I
 . w xsee Section 4.1.3 . Hence, the estimate in Ref. 116
cannot be applied to intact PS I.
In summary, the literature does not provide reli-
ably accurate data on the free energy of the pair
P700qAy during normal forward electron transfer in1
PS I.
6.1.4. P700 qAy0
The free energy of the primary pair P700qAy was0
w xrecently estimated by Kleinherenbrink et al. 134
from time-resolved fluorescence measurements after
double reduction of A , i.e., when electron transfer1
beyond A was blocked. The amplitude of the slow-0
est component of the fluorescence decay ts35 ns,
.corresponding to the lifetime of the primary pair was
 .approx. 0.1% of the initial prompt fluorescence,
indicating an equilibrium constant of approx. 1000
between excited state and primary pair state. Taking
further into account the quasi-equilibrium between
excited antenna chlorophylls and excited P700, a free
energy gap of 250 meV between excited P700 and
P700qAy was obtained. Using 1.77 eV for the free0
energy of excited P700 corresponding to the energy
.of a 700 nm photon , the free energy of the primary
pair P700qAy would be 1.52 eV. This value is0
compatible with an estimation using the activation
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energy of 460"30 meV observed for the charge
recombination in the pair P700qFy as an approxima-A
tion for the free energy difference between P700qAy0
q y w xand P700 F 265,266 ; see however Section 4.2.4A
for controversial results on the activation energy and
the pathway of this recombination. Another estima-
tion used the activation energy of about 150 meV
observed for the charge recombination in the pair
P700qAy in the presence of prereduced F , F and1 A B
F as approximation for the free energy differenceX
q y q y between P700 A and P700 A Polm, M. and0 1
Brettel, K., manuscript in preparation; see also Sec-
. w xtion 4.2.2 . According to Ref. 224 , the free energy
of the pair P700qAy in interaction with Fy, Fy and1 A B
Fy lies at least 30 meV above the free energy of theX
triplet state of P700 1.29 eV as estimated from the
w x.wavelength of phosphorescence 235 , so that the
free energy of the pair P700qAy should be larger0
than about 1.47 eV which is compatible with the
estimations outlined above. I would like to point out
that substitution of an activation energy for a free
energy difference as done in the latter two ap-
 .proaches neglects the unknown entropic contribu-
w xtions; hence the first approach 134 appears to be
more correct.
6.2. A hypothetical free energy scheme
The data and problems outlined so far lead me to
suggest a hypothetical free energy scheme for PS I
under conditions of normal forward electron transfer
 .at room temperature Fig. 11 . It is based on the
following considerations:
 . ) 1 the free energies of P700 1.77 eV above the
. 3  . q y  .ground state , P700 1.29 eV , P700 A 1.52 eV0
and of the lowest lying charge separated state
q .y  .P700 F F 1.03 eV were chosen as outlined inA B
Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.4.
 . q y2 The P700 A state was placed at about 1.201
eV in order to be compatible with the following two
 .restrictions: a A possible recombination of
q .yP700 F F via repopulation of the stateA B
P700qAy should not be faster than the observed1
half-time of approx. 50 ms at room temperature.
Assuming t f150 ms for the direct charge recom-1r2
q y  .bination in the pair P700 A k ; see Section 4.2.3 ,1 r
the population of P700qAy in equilibrium with the1
lowest lying charge separated state should not exceed
Fig. 11. Suggested free energy scheme of electron transfer in PS I
at room temperature. The pathway of normal forward electron
transfer is indicated by bold arrows. Thin arrows indicate real or
hypothetical recombination pathways which were considered for
 .the estimation of certain free energy levels see text . Singlet
triplet spin evolution in the radical pairs see Sections 4.2.1 and
.4.2.2 was omitted for clarity.
3=10y3, corresponding to a free energy difference
of at least 150 meV at 298 K, i.e., the free energy of
q y  .P700 A should be higher than 1.18 eV. b A1
hypothetical activated charge recombination of the
pair P700qAy via repopulation of the primary pair1
P700qAy andror 3P700 should not be faster than0
approx. 150 ms, because otherwise the activated re-
combination would outcompete the assumed direct
 .recombination see Section 4.2.3 . Supposing that
 .triplet charge recombination k in the primary pairT
 3forming P700 with t f1 ns; note that k 4k ;1r2 T S
.see Section 4.2.2 would be the bottleneck of the
activated recombination, the free energy difference
between P700qAy and P700qAy should not be0 1
smaller than about 300 meV. Supposing that the
3 approx. 5-ms decay of P700 formed either via
3 q y. 3 q y..P700 A or directly from P700 A would be0 1
the bottleneck, the free energy difference between
3P700 and P700qAy should not be smaller than1
about 90 meV.
 . q y3 The free energy of the state P700 F wasX
assumed to be close to that of P700qAy because1
then relatively minor variations of the free energy
levels could explain why in some cases P700qAy1
and in other cases P700qFy appears to dominate inX
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the redox equilibrium between these two states see
.Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.3 . It is of note that the free
energy of the state P700qFy in the presence ofX
prereduced F and F was estimated to 1.22 eVA B
 .based on redox titrations; see Section 6.1.2 , i.e.,
slightly higher than the state P700qAy in Fig. 11.1
This is in line with data indicating that P700qAy1
dominated in the redox equilibrium with P700qFyX
 .when F and F were prereduced see Section 4.2.3 .A B
It is not obvious whether the lowest lying charge
separated state at room temperature denoted as
q .y . q yP700 F F in Fig. 11 represents P700 F ,A B A
P700qFy or a redox equilibrium with similar contri-B
butions from these two pairs. The different major
  q y.possibilities for the energetic order a: G8 P700 FA
 q y.  q y.  q y.-G8 P700 F ; b: G8 P700 F fG8 P700 F ;B A B
 q y.  q y..c: G8 P700 F )G8 P700 F are presented inA B
Fig. 12 for the two possible spatial arrangements of
F and F row I: distal cluster F ’F ; row II:A B AB2 A
.F ’F .AB2 B
Provided that the distal cluster is F , case Ia wouldA
explain most readily the redox titration results in PS I
  y.  y.from spinach E F rF )E F rF ; see Sectionm A A m B B
.6.1.1 . The apparently opposite order of the midpoint
potentials in barley and Phormidium laminosum could
reflect a temperature effect on the potentials see
.Section 6.1.1 . With case Ib, the apparently different
reduction potentials of F and F could be explainedA B
by an electrostatic interaction between Fy and FyA B
which would shift the potential for the second reduc-
 .y y y.tion step F F “F F to below that of the firstA B A B
Fig. 12. Sketch of the different major possibilities for the energet-
ics and spatial arrangement of the terminal iron-sulphur clusters
in PS I. F , F and F symbolise the free energy levels of theX B A
pairs P700qFy, P700qFy and P700qFy, respectively, at roomX B X
temperature. The distal cluster F is assumed to be F upperAB2 A
.  .row or F lower row .B
  .y.  .step F F “ F F see also Section 6.1.1 . WithA B A B
case Ic, freezing would need to invert the energetic
order in PS I from spinach. Provided that the distal
cluster is F , cases IIa, IIb and IIc could explain theB
redox titration results in the same way as cases Ia, Ib
and Ic, respectively.
Summarising these considerations, none of the six
cases presented in Fig. 12 can be safely excluded at
present. Nevertheless, I would like to mention that
the arguments favouring an assignment of the distal
cluster as F mainly based on effects of the destruc-B
.tion of F ; see Section 3.2.5 appear to me at presentB
more consistent than the arguments favouring the
 .opposite assignment see Section 3.2.5 . In addition,
it seems plausible to me to suppose that the two
w x4Fey4S clusters in PsaC would have very similar
reduction potentials if they were not shielded differ-
ently from the aqueous phase e.g., in the ferredoxin
from Chlostridium pasteuranium, the reduction po-
w xtentials of the two 4Fey4S clusters could not be
w x.distinguished 196 . Proximity of the aqueous phase
with its high dielectric constant is expected to sta-
w x bilise the reduced form of a 4Fey4S cluster three
negative charges, including the sulphur atoms of the
. ligating cysteines more than the oxidised form two
.negative charges , and hence to increase the reduction
 w x.potential see, e.g., Refs. 128,145 . This effect
should be more pronounced for the cluster which is
most exposed to the stroma in intact PS I, i.e., FAB2
should be more easy to reduce than F cases Ia andAB1
.IIc . Upon freezing, the dielectric constant of water
decreases dramatically, so that the different stabilisa-
tion of the two clusters could be lost. Hence, the
reduction potential of F could approach that ofAB2
F with decreasing temperature. The energetic orderAB1
of the states P700qFy and P700qFy at very lowA B
temperatures may depend on the conformational sub-
states in which the PS I complexes are frozen see
.Section 8.1 . Some variation in the distribution of the
frozen conformational substates between different
samples may then explain why F is found to beA
preferentially reduced at low temperature in some
preparations and F in other preparations. In cases IbB
and IIb, the variability between different PS I prepa-
rations could be explained similarly without invoking
an important temperature effect on the reduction po-
tentials. Because of the considerations outlined in this
paragraph, cases IIb and IIc appear to me somewhat
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more plausible than the other cases presented in Fig.
12.
Finally, I would like to mention an apparent con-
tradiction between the free energy of the state
q y P700 F suggested in Fig. 11 close to that ofX
P700qAy or even slightly higher when F and F are1 A B
.prereduced and the possibility to prepare a state of
PS I where F , F and F are predominantly reducedA B X
while A is still predominantly oxidised see Section1
.4.2.2 . A possible explanation could be that the elec-
trostatic interaction with P700q is considerably
stronger for Ay than for Fy, so that the two pairs1 X
could have similar free energies although the reduc-
tion potential of A would be lower than that of F1 X
as long as P700 is reduced. Another explanation
could be that the treatment applied to reduce F , FA B
and F induced additional modifications of the PS IX
complex which might favour reduction of F relativeX
 .to reduction of A see also Section 4.2.2 .1
7. Electron transfer rates and distances between
the redox cofactors in photosystem I
7.1. General considerations
The purpose of Section 7 is to relate structural
data, energetics and kinetics of electron transfer in PS
I. According to electron transfer theory see Refs.
w x .53,164,194 for reviews , the rate k of electronet
 y y.transfer D A“DA in weakly coupled pairs can
be expressed in a non-adiabatic description based on
Fermi’s Golden Rule as
2p 2k s T F.C. 3 .  .et DA"
< < 2T is a measure of the electronic coupling be-DA
 .tween donor and acceptor and F.C. is the Franck-
 .Condon factor see below . The decrease of the elec-
tronic coupling with increasing distance, R, is often
approximated as
2 yb RT Ae 4 .DA
where b depends on the medium between donor and
 < < 2acceptor. E.g., b is higher i.e., T decreasesDA
˚
y1.  .more strongly through vacuum bf2.8 A than
in a structure where donor and acceptor are cova-
˚
y1 . w xlently bridged bf0.7 A 178 . To estimate
< < 2 w xT in proteins, Beratan et al. 10 introduced anDA
approach which searches coupling pathways between
donor and acceptor by combining segments along
covalent bonds and hydrogen bonds with through
space jumps in a way which maximises the coupling.
Evidently, this approach requires detailed knowledge
of the protein structure. In a simplified approach,
w xMoser et al. 178 considered the protein as a glassy
medium with a unique value of b. They showed that
the rates of a number of electron transfer reactions in
purple bacterial reaction centres over distances be-
˚ ˚
y1tween 5 and 22 A are compatible with bs1.4 A ,
< < 2i.e., T would decrease by one order of magni-DA
˚tude every 1.7 A.
 .  .The Franck-Condon factor F.C. in Eq. 3 re-
flects the overlap between the nuclear wave-functions
 y .  y.of reactant D A and product DA . From a classi-
cal treatment of nuclear motion, Marcus derived the
expression
21 DG8ql .
F.C. s exp y 5 .  .
4lk T4plk T( BB
where DG8 is the standard reaction free energy DG8
.-0 for exergonic reactions and l the reorganisation
 w xenergy see Ref. 164 for details and original refer-
.ences . As illustrated in Fig. 13a, reactant and prod-
uct are modelled as similar harmonic oscillator poten-
tials. According to the classical treatment, electron
Fig. 13. Schematic presentation of the free-energy surfaces for
reactant and product in a non-adiabatic electron transfer reaction
y y  .D A “DA . a: y DG8- l ‘normal region’ ; b: y DG8s l
 .  .‘optimal’ case ; c: y DG8) l ‘Marcus inverted region’ . See
text for further details.
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transfer can occur only at the intersection of the two
potentials, which may be reached due to thermal
fluctuations of the nuclear co-ordinates. The horizon-
tal displacement of the potential minima reflects the
adjustment of the equilibrium nuclear co-ordinates to
the different electronic configurations of reactant
 - .  y.D A and product DA . The reorganisation energy
l is the energy which would be needed for the same
displacement of the nuclei without, however, trans-
ferring the electron. Both ‘inner’ reorganisation of
 .the nuclei of donor and acceptor l and ‘outer’i
reorganisation of the nuclei of the surrounding
 .  .medium l contribute to l lsl ql , but l iso i o o
often dominating. For spherical reactants in a homo-
geneous medium, l can be calculated aso
1 1 1 1 1
2l sq q y y 6 .o e  /  /2 a 2 a r e eD A op s
where q is the elementary charge, a and a are thee D A
radii of donor and acceptor, respectively, r is the
centre-to-centre distance, and e and e are theop s
optical and static dielectric constants of the medium,
respectively. E.g., for donor and acceptor with a sD
˚ ˚a s5 A at a distance rs15 A, one obtains l sA o
 .1.05 eV in water e s1.78 and e s80 , but onlyop s
0.37 eV in a hypothetical homogeneous protein with
w xe s2.1 and e s3.5 141 . The dielectric propertiesop s
of the medium have hence a pronounced effect on the
 .reorganisation energy. According to Eq. 5 , the
Franck-Condon factor and hence the electron trans-
.fer rate increases with increasing driving force
 .yDG8 of the reaction up to a maximum when
 .yDG8sl Fig. 13b , but decreases when yDG8
 .exceeds l ‘Marcus inverted region’; Fig. 13c . This
is consistent with the view that the intersection be-
tween the potentials of reactants and products repre-
)  .2sents an activation barrier DG s DG8ql r4l
 .for the electron transfer reaction see Fig. 13 .
Quantum mechanical treatment of the Franck-Con-
don factor is complicated by the fact that many
different oscillations of nuclei in donor and acceptor,
in the surrounding protein and even in the suspension
medium may be coupled to the electron transfer and
should hence be considered in the calculation of the
overlap of the nuclear wave-functions of reactants
and products. Manageable expressions were derived
for simplified cases, e.g., for only one vibrational
mode coupled to the electron transfer, or by treating
low frequency environmental modes classically and
one high frequency mode quantum mechanically. For
a single vibrational mode with angular frequency v,
w xthe following formula was derived 53,118,121 :
y1F.C. s "v exp yS 2nq1 .  .  .
=
p
2nq1 (I 2S n nq1 7 .  .p /n
 . 0  .where S s lr " v , p s yDG r " v , n s
 w  .x 4y1exp "vr k T y1 ; I is the modified BesselB p
function of order p extended to non-integer values of
.p
pq2 kZr2 .
I Z s . . p k!G pqkq1 .ks0
A relatively simple semiclassical expression de-
w xrived by Hopfield 107
1
F.C. s .




exp y 8 .
2l"v coth "vr2k T .B
 .is sometimes used as an approximation of Eq. 7
limitations of this approximation were discussed,
w x.e.g., in Ref. 164 .
 .In the high temperature or low frequency limit,
k T4"v, the quantum mechanical expressionsB
  ..converge to the classical expression Eq. 5 . For
low temperatures, however, the classical expression
predicts a breakdown of electron transfer because of
the activation barrier except for the special case
.yDG8sl , whereas quantum mechanics can ex-
plain virtually temperature-independent electron
transfer at low temperatures for yDG8/l by a
non-vanishing overlap between the lowest nuclear
state wave-function of the reactants and some wave-
function of the products ‘nuclear tunnelling’; note
 .that, e.g., Eq. 8 becomes virtually temperature-inde-
pendent, but not zero, for k T<"v because theB
.coth term approaches the value of 1 .
w xMoser et al. 178 have shown that the DG8 and
temperature dependence of several electron transfer
reactions in purple bacterial reaction centres could be
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described assuming a common characteristic fre-
 .quency "vf70 meV , which was attributed to
protein high frequency vibrational modes. Based on
this observation and the empirical distance depen-
 .dence of electron transfer see above , Moser and
w xDutton 177 suggested the following simple approxi-
mation for intraprotein electron transfer:
2log k s15y0.6Ry3.1 DG8ql rl 9 .  .et
y1
˚with k in s , R in A and DG8 and l in eV; R waset
defined as the shortest distance between centres of
atoms at the edges of the donors and acceptors
including only atoms that are in conjugation and
w x.directly involved with the reaction 63 . The rate
which would be expected if yDG8 were equal to l
  . .i.e., if the last term in Eq. 9 were zero , was called
‘optimal rate’. I would like to point out that tempera-
 .ture does not appear explicitly in Eq. 9 , and that the
 .last term in Eq. 9 corresponds exactly to the low
temperature limit of the second factor in the Hopfield
  ..expression Eq. 8 for "vs70 meV. In fact, the
temperature dependence of the Franck-Condon factor
 .according to Eq. 8 is rather weak for "vs70 meV
and reasonable values of DG8 and l even for the
 .extreme case of DG8s0 and ls1.5 eV, F.C.
would increase only by a factor of 3.5 from 0 to 298
.K .
7.2. Specific electron transfer steps
7.2.1. P700-A0
Three different electron transfer reactions involv-
ing P700 and A are known:0
 .1 primary charge separation P700)A “0
P700qAy has an intrinsic rate in the order of 5=0
11 y1  .10 s at room temperature see Section 4.1.1 and
 .DG8fy250 meV see Section 6 ;
 . 3 q y. 32 triplet charge recombination P700 A “0
P700 A may have a rate in the order of 109sy1 at0
 .room temperature see Section 4.2.2 and DG8f
 .y230 meV see Section 6 ;
 . 1 q y.3 singlet charge recombination P700 A “0
P700 A may have a rate in the order of 107sy1 at0
 .room temperature see Section 4.2.1 and DG8f
 .y1.52 eV see Section 6 .
According to the most recent X-ray structural
w x  .model 218 see Fig. 3 , two other chlorophylls
 X .marked A and A in Fig. 3 are located roughly
between P700 and A and AX , respectively. The0 0
˚centre-to-centre distances are approx. 12 A between
X
˚
XP700 and ArA and approx. 9 A between ArA and
X  .A rA see Fig. 3 . The centre-to-centre distance0 0
 X .between P700 and A A in the structural model0 0
˚ . shown in Fig. 3 is approx. 20.5 19 A Schubert,
.W.D. and Krauß, N., personal communication . The
edge-to-edge distances, which are relevant for the
estimation of electron transfer rates, are still rather
uncertain because the in-plane orientations of the
chlorophylls are not unambiguously resolved in the
X-ray structure analysis.
Nevertheless, taking into account the resolution of
the structure shown in Fig. 3, one can estimate that
the edge-to-edge distance between P700 and A rAX0 0
˚can hardly be less than 10 A. For electron transfer
 .over this distance, Eq. 9 predicts an optimal rate of
about 109sy1, which is almost three orders of magni-
tude slower than the observed rate of primary charge
separation. Hence, accepting the structural model in
Fig. 3, it is very likely that the putative chlorophyll
type acceptor ArAX acts as an intermediate in elec-
tron transfer from excited P700 to A rAX , similarly0 0
to the situation in purple bacteria.
 .The rate of the triplet recombination 2 may be
 .compatible with the rate predicted by Eq. 9 for
direct electron transfer between A and P700, pro-0
vided that the chlorophylls are oriented such as to
minimise the edge-to-edge distance, and that the reor-
ganisation energy is comparable to the free energy
gap. Verification of the first condition requires struc-
tural data with higher resolution. With respect to the
second condition, the outer reorganisation energy may
 .be estimated from Eq. 6 : using the dielectric con-
stants of a homogeneous protein given in Section 7.1,
˚effective radii of 5.56 A for A as a monomeric Chl0
˚w x a 141 and 7 A for P700 taking into account some
delocation of the positive charge in P700q over the
.two constituting chlorophylls and a centre-to-centre
˚ distance of 19 A, one obtains l s300 meV assum-o
ing complete localisation of the positive charge on
.one chlorophyll, l s350 meV would be obtained .o
The inner reorganisation energy l , is presumablyi
considerably smaller for electron transfer between
molecules such as chlorophyll which have an ex-
w xtended p-electron system 141 . The total reorganisa-
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tion energy may therefore be in the order of 300–400
meV, i.e. not much larger than the free energy gap of
250 meV e.g., for ls350 meV, the last term in Eq.
 .9 would be y0.09, which would decrease k byet
.only 20% compared to the optimal rate .
 .The singlet recombination 3 appears to be about
two orders of magnitude slower than the triplet
 .recombination 2 . A slower rate is qualitatively in
 .line with the very large free energy gap 1.52 eV
 .which places reaction 3 far in the inverted region.
 .However, quantitative estimation with Eq. 9 and
 .  .ls350 meV see above predicts that reaction 3
should be 12 orders of magnitude slower than reac-
 .tion 2 . As possible reasons for this disagreement
with the experimental result, one may consider that
P l may have been underestimated; with ls700
 .meV, Eq. 9 would predict the observed rate ratio
 .  .between reactions 2 and 3 ;
 .P the last term in Eq. 9 may be a very bad
 .approximation for reaction 3 which is far in the
inverted region. It is of note that, e.g., according to
the fully quantum mechanical expression for a single
vibrational mode coupled to electron transfer Eq.
 ..  .7 , reaction 3 should be ‘only’ 6 orders of magni-
 . tude slower than reaction 2 calculated with "vs
.70 meV and l s 350 meV . Furthermore, the
Franck-Condon factor for electron transfer reactions
far in the inverted region is predicted to increase
dramatically when a high frequency mode is addi-
w xtionally coupled to the electron transfer 34 .
I would also like to mention the possibility that
 .  .  .part or all of reactions 1 , 2 and 3 might proceed
via the superexchange mechanism see, e.g., Ref.
w x . X175 for a brief description with ArA as the virtual
intermediate; this might increase the electronic cou-
pling between P700 and A rAX differently for the0 0
three reactions.
7.2.2. A yA0 1
The rate constant of forward electron transfer from
y  . 10 y1 A to A is in the order of 2–5 =10 s see0 1
.Section 4.1.1 . Inserting their observed value of about
10 y1  .5=10 s in Eq. 9 and assuming the optimal case
 . w xyDG8sl , Kumazaki et al. 142 estimated the
edge-to-edge distance between A and A to be 7.30 1
˚ w xA. In a very recent report from the same group 117 ,
kinetic data from PS I reconstituted with different
quinones corresponding to different free energy gaps
y .for electron transfer from A to the modified A0 1
were analysed with an expression for the Franck-
Condon factor which treats low frequency modes
classically and one high frequency mode quantum
mechanically. The following parameters were re-
ported: l s0.18 eV, l s0.12 eV and T s14i o DA
cmy1. From the value of T , the edge-to-edgeDA
˚distance was estimated to 7.8 A. The free energy gap
for samples reconstituted with native phylloquinone
was estimated to 0.34 eV so that indeed yDG8fl.
It was suggested that a very low dielectric constant of
the protein aqueous environment may explain both
the low value of l and the low midpoint potential ofo
w xphylloquinone in the A site 117 .1
With respect to possible positions of A in the PS1
I complex, the above estimates would favour the
 .  X .position marked A in Fig. 3 over the position A .1 1
7.2.3. P700-A1
Direct charge recombination in the pair P700qAy1
in intact PS I appears to have an essentially tempera-
3 y1 ture-independent rate of about 4=10 s see Sec-
.tion 4.2.3 and a free energy gap of approx. 1.2 eV
 .see Section 6 . As the environment of A is likely to1
have a low static dielectric constant see Section
.7.2.2 , the reorganisation energy of the charge recom-
bination is presumably smaller than the free energy
gap, placing this electron transfer reaction in the
 .inverted region. An estimation using Eq. 6 with
˚ ˚w xeffective radii of 2.84 A for A 141,225 and 7 A for1
 .P700 see Section 7.2.1 and the dielectric constants
of a homogeneous protein used in Section 6.1 yields
l values between 500 and 590 meV for centre-to-o
˚centre distances between 15 and 30 A. Assuming
 .ls600 meV, Eq. 9 yields an edge-to-edge distance
˚of about 16 A between P700 and A . Although this1
should be considered as only a rough estimate, it
indicates that A may be somewhat closer to P7001
 .or at least not farther apart than the position marked
 .A in Fig. 3. This would also be in line with a1
w xprediction from photoelectric measurements 146 .
Faster recombination rates of up to about 105sy1
were observed in a PS I core devoid of all iron-sulphur
centres and stromal extrinsic subunits see Section
.4.2.2 . As discussed in Section 4.2.2, this may reflect
modifications of the environment of A , which possi-1
bly decrease the free energy of the pair P700qAy1
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and increase the reorganisation energy, so that the
recombination could come closer to the optimal rate
˚  .for Rs16 A and yDG8sl, Eq. 9 predicts k set
5 y1.2.5=10 s .
7.2.4. A -F1 X
Based on an analysis of electron transfer from Ay1
to F in the PS I-b preparation from spinach k fX et
7 y1 < < .1.5=10 s , DG8 l; see Section 4.1.2 and us-
 .  . w xing Eqs. 6 and 9 , Setif and Brettel 225 calculated´
a reorganisation energy ls460 meV and an edge-
˚to-edge distance Rs10.7 A. They pointed out that
several simplifications in their approach inter alia
neglect of the inner reorganisation energy l and thei
treatment of the environment of F as a hydrophobicX
.protein presumably led to some underestimation of
l and to an overestimation of R.
w xSchlodder et al. 216 analysed the temperature
dependence of the reoxidation of Ay in PS I from1
 .Synechococcus elongatus see Section 5 on the basis
of the quantum mechanical expression for electron
transfer coupled to a single vibrational mode Eq.
 ..7 . The experimental data were described with DG8
s y54 meV, "v s 38 meV, l s 1.2 eV and
 . < < 2 10  y1.2pr" T s6=10 eVrs or T s20 cm ,DA DA
but the determination of these parameters was not
unequivocal. Extrapolation to yDG8sl yielded an
optimal electron transfer rate of 9=1010sy1, corre-
 .sponding according to Eq. 9 to an edge-to-edge
˚distance of approx. 7 A. I would like to point out that
it is not certain that the treatment with a single
vibrational mode is adequate, and that a possible
temperature dependence of DG8 and l may also
have contributed to the temperature dependence of
the electron transfer. Assuming a rapid redox equilib-
 .rium between A and F see Section 4.1.2 , it is1 X
even conceivable that the temperature dependence of
the reoxidation of Ay is in part due to an activated1
electron transfer from Fy to F or F . These uncer-X A B
tainties, however, do not affect the main conclusion,
that the real rate of electron transfer from Ay to F1 X
is far below the optimal rate and that the edge-to-edge
˚distance is most likely shorter than 11 A. Both of the
two tentative positions of phylloquinone molecules
shown in Fig. 3 and also positions slightly closer to
X  .A rA and to P700 as suggested in Section 7.2.30 0
would be compatible with this estimate.
7.2.5. A -F0 X
The low temperature photoreduction of F and FA B
 .in PS I devoid of phylloquinone see Section 3.2.3
indicates a direct electron transfer from Ay to F in0 X
such samples. The rate of this electron transfer should
6 y1 be in the order of 2=10 s , as its yield in compe-
tition with charge recombination in the primary pair
.with t f80 ns at cryogenic temperatures appears1r2
w xto be in the order of 20% 227 . With DG8fy320
 .meV see Section 6 and assuming lf500 meV
  .Eq. 6 yields l s390 meV assuming effectiveo
˚ ˚ .radii of 5.56 A for A see Section 7.2.1 and 4.86 A0
˚w x  .for F 225 , rs19.8 A see Fig. 3 and e s2.1X opt
 ..and e s3.5 see Section 6.1 , the edge-to-edges
 .distance between A and F according to Eq. 90 X
˚should be approx. 14 A. This fits well with the
structural model based on X-ray crystallography Fig.
.3 . One should not exclude, however, the possibility
that extraction of phylloquinone together with
carotenoids and a large fraction of the antenna
chlorophylls modified the distances between the co-
factors as well as their dielectric environments.
I would like to point out that in intact PS I,
electron transfer from Ay to A should outcompete0 1
the 4 orders of magnitude slower direct electron
transfer from Ay to F . However, Ay appears to be0 X 1
nearly a ‘dead end’ at low temperatures, presumably
because of lacking driving force for electron transfer
 .to F see also Section 8.1 . Removal of this ‘deadX
end’ by extraction of phylloquinone would enable
direct downhill electron transfer from Ay to F . By0 X
coincidence electron transfer from Ay to F in intact1 X
PS I and electron transfer from Ay to F in the0 X
 .absence of A may have similar low yields at1
cryogenic temperatures.
7.2.6. P700-FX
The rate of direct charge recombination in the pair
q y y1 P700 F is presumably in the order of 10 s seeX
. Section 4.2.3 . With DG8fy1.20 eV see Section
.   .6 and assuming lf500 meV Eq. 6 yields l so
390 meV assuming the same effective radii and
dielectric constants as in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.5 and
˚ rs31 A Schubert, W.D. and Krauß, N., personal
..  .communication , Eq. 9 predicts an edge-to-edge
˚distance of approx. 18 A. The edge-to-edge distance
in the structural model shown in Fig. 3 is, however,
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˚significantly larger between 21 and 26 A, depending
on the in plane orientation of the chlorophylls consti-
.tuting P700 and on the orientation of F . ThisX
discrepancy might be due to an underestimation of
the reorganisation energy l the environment of FX
may be more hydrophilic than assumed in the calcu-
w x.lation of l ; see also Ref. 225 or to an inadequacyo
 .   . of Eq. 9 the optimal rate according to Eq. 9 with
. y1yDG8sl would be between 250 and 0.25 s for
˚ .an edge-to-edge distance between 21 and 26 A .
7.2.7. F -F -FX A B
Electron transfer between the iron-sulphur clusters
of PS I is only poorly characterised see Section 4.1.3
.and Section 5 . However, the positions of these clus-
ters were rather well resolved by X-ray crystallogra-
 .  .phy see Fig. 3 , thus Eq. 9 may be used to predict
approximate electron transfer rates.
w xSetif and Brettel 225 assumed that all three iron-´
sulphur clusters in PS I have the same geometry as
w xthe 4Fe-4S clusters in the ferredoxin of Peptococ-
w xcus aerogenes 1,2 , where the 4 sulphur atoms of the
˚cluster are at an average distance of 2.15 A from the
centre, and the sulphur atoms of the 4 cysteines
ligating the cluster are at an average distance of 3.87
˚ A from the centre these values are relevant for the
estimation of the edge-to-edge distances, because ac-
w xcording to calculations for a model compound 185 ,
each of these 8 sulphur atoms effectively receives
approx. 0.1 electron charge upon reduction of the
.cluster . Considering the range of edge-to-edge dis-
tances compatible with this cluster geometry note
that the orientation of the clusters could not yet be
.resolved by X-ray crystallography and the range of
published midpoint potentials of F , F and F , andA B X
using dielectric constants of a hydrophobic protein
 .  .for the estimation of l l was neglected , Eq. 9i
predicted an electron transfer rate between 5.1=107
and 3.6=1010 sy1 for electron transfer from Fy toX
the proximal cluster F , and between 2.3=103 andAB1
1.9=106sy1 for electron transfer from Fy to theX
w xdistal cluster F 225 . Although these rates areAB2
likely to be somewhat overestimated inter alia be-
cause l was neglected and e presumably underesti-i s
w x. ymated 225 , electron transfer from F to F mayX AB1
well be in the submicrosecond range, in line with
 .some experimental results see Section 4.1.3 . An-
other consequence would be that direct electron
transfer from Fy to F could hardly compete withX AB2
y electron transfer from F to F see also Refs.X AB1
w x.69,243 .
For electron transfer between F and F , Sigfrids-A B
w xson et al. 243 presented an estimation based on the
coupling pathway approach see Section 7.1 and Ref.
w x.10 . They used the known structure of the Pepto-
coccus aerogenes ferredoxin as a model for PsaC and
stated that there are two symmetrical coupling path-
ways between the iron-sulphur clusters, each consist-
ing of 18 covalent bonds; this yielded an optimal
electron transfer rate of about 1.8=106sy1. Assum-
ing DG8sy60 meV attributed to electron transfer
y .from F to F and ls260 meV, and applying aB A
classical treatment for the Franck-Condon factor, a
real rate constant of 3.8=104sy1 was predicted for
w xroom temperature 243 , in line with assignment I of
the photovoltage measurements in the same publica-
 .tion see Section 4.1.3 . Interestingly, the following
 .estimation based on Eq. 9 predicts a much faster
electron transfer: the shortest distance between sul-
phur atoms associated with the two iron-sulphur clus-
w xters in the Peptococcus aerogenes ferredoxin 2 is
˚ 6.24 A between the sulphur atoms of cysteines 14
 w x.and 42 numbering according to Ref. 6 , corre-
sponding to cysteines 17 and 54, respectively, in Fig.
˚.  .7 . Inserting Rs6.24 A in Eq. 9 , one obtains an
optimal rate of 1.3=1011 sy1. The last term in Eq.
 . 10 y19 would decrease this value to 4=10 s for
DG8sy60 meV and ls260 meV, or to 2=108
y1 s if l were, e.g., 1000 meV as F and F areA B
rather close to the aqueous phase, l might be rather
large; using the dielectric constants of water see
.  . .Section 7.1 , Eq. 6 would predict l s990 meV .o
The main origin of the discrepancy between these
two approaches is the very long coupling pathway in
w x Ref. 243 18 covalent bonds correspond to approx.
˚ .25 A which seems to indicate that the protein struc-
ture in between the two iron-sulphur clusters func-
tions as an insulator for the electronic coupling.
w xUnfortunately, Sigfridsson et al. 243 did not specify
the two coupling pathways, and did not explain by
which method it was established that they are the
pathways of maximal coupling. Without having per-
formed a systematic pathway search, it appears to me
that a hypothetical coupling pathway between the
sulphur atoms of cysteines 14 and 42 via Cb and
H b of Cys 14 and H a , Ca and Cb of Cys 421
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would be much stronger than a pathway consisting of
18 covalent bonds, because the distance between Cys
˚ w x14 H b and Cys 42 H a is only 2.7 A 12 .1
Of particular interest are the electron transfer rates
at very low temperatures, because many studies on
the iron-sulphur clusters of PS I were performed by
 .EPR at around 20 K see Section 5 . As already
 .mentioned in Section 7.1, the empirical Eq. 9 is
independent of temperature, and the Hopfield expres-
  ..sion for the Franck-Condon factor Eq. 8 decreases
only slightly with decreasing temperature, when "v
s70 meV and reasonable values for DG8 and l are
assumed. As F and F are rather close to the aque-A B
ous phase, electron transfer between F , F and FX A B
may be more strongly coupled to low frequency
environmental modes than the other electron transfer
reactions in PS I, and than the electron transfer
reactions in purple bacterial reaction centres on which
w xthe estimate "vf70 meV 178 was based. In fact,
 .Eq. 8 becomes more strongly temperature-depen-
dent, when "v is lowered. It should also be men-
 .tioned that the semiclassical Eq. 8 overestimates the
electron transfer rates at low temperature for reac-
tions with small driving force and large reorganisa-
tion energy compared to the quantum mechanical
  ..expression Eq. 7 for a single vibrational mode
 w x.see, e.g., Fig. 5 in Ref. 119 . Therefore, electron
transfer between F , F and F may slow downX A B
considerably with decreasing temperature. As, how-
ever, F and F can still be photoreduced at aroundA B
20 K although with lower yields than at room tem-
.perature; see Section 5 , at least two of the three
electron transfer steps Fy“F , Fy“F and Fy“FX A X B A B
 y .or F “F still function at low temperature. PriorB A
to the crystallisation of PS I, it was generally be-
lieved that electron transfer between F and F isA B
completely blocked at low temperature and that FA
and F are reduced through parallel pathways fromB
y  .F see Section 5 . As the edge-to-edge distanceX
between F and the distal cluster F is now knownX AB2
to be nearly 3 times as large as the distance between
F and F , it seems much more likely that F isAB1 AB2 AB2
reduced via F . A considerable electronic couplingAB1
between these two clusters would also be consistent
with the magnetic coupling between Fy and Fy asA B
 .detected by EPR see Section 3.2.5 .
Finally, I would like to mention that in several
w xferredoxins containing two 4Fe-4S clusters, electron
exchange between the two clusters as evidenced by
the ‘averaging’ of NMR resonances in partially re-
duced samples appears to be fast on the NMR time-
 5 y1scale e.g., )10 s in the Clostridium pasteuri-
w x.anum ferredoxin at room temperature 11 , but in
 .one case Chromatium ˝inosum ferredoxin , the aver-
aging of NMR resonances could not be observed, and
there was also no magnetic interaction detected by
w xEPR when both clusters were reduced 109 . Huber et
w xal. 109 suggested that the different behavior of these
ferredoxins might be related to a different distribution
 2q 3q.of the mixed valence pair Fe -Fe on one or both
 w xof the reduced clusters reduced 4Fe-4S clusters
contain a Fe2q-Fe3q pair and a Fe2q-Fe2q pair; for
each cluster, there exist a priori 6 different possibili-
ties for the localisation of the Fe2q-Fe3q pair, but
some of them may be energetically favoured over
.others . Future work on PS I may take into account
the idea that the distribution of the mixed valence
pair in each cluster might play a role for electron
transfer between F , F and F .X A B
7.3. Conclusions
In view of the relatively low resolution of the
present structural data on PS I and the rather limited
characterisation of most of the electron transfer steps,
the analysis in Section 7.2 had to rely largely on the
  ..very simple empirical relation Eq. 9 for the rate of
intraprotein electron transfer suggested by Moser and
w xDutton 177 . Future work may clarify whether this
relation is a good approximation for all electron
transfer reactions in PS I. At present, I would like to
draw only a few tentative conclusions:
P It is very likely that the chlorophyll denoted as A
 X.or A in Fig. 3 participates in the primary charge
separation, either as a real intermediate or as a virtual
intermediate in the superexchange mechanism.
P Between the two positions for phylloquinone
w xsuggested tentatively in Ref. 218 , the position
 .marked as A in Fig. 3 is more easy to reconcile1
with experimental electron transfer rates than the
 X .position A .1
P Based on the structural data, it is likely that
electron transfer between F and F proceeds in theA B
sub-microsecond range, at least at room temperature.
 .P The last term in Eq. 9 may be a rather poor
approximation for electron transfer reactions which
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are far into the inverted region or have a very low
driving force.
8. Hypothesis on the origin of the peculiar freezing
effects on electron transfer in photosystem I 1
8.1. Concomitant formation of stable P700 qF y andA
stable P700 qF y and heterogeneity of electronB
transfer at ˝ery low temperature
It is well established that illumination of PS I at
around 20 K results in quasi-irreversible formation of
the pair P700qFy in a fraction of the PS I complexesA
q y and of the pair P700 F in another fraction seeB
Section 5; note that the ratio of P700qFy andA
P700qFy varied considerably, depending on the ori-B
gin of the sample and certain treatments and prepara-
.tion procedures . To account for this observation, it
was suggested that F and F were reduced by com-A B
peting parallel electron transfer pathways from Fy,X
and that there was no electron exchange between FA
and F otherwise, at low temperature the electronB
should always end up on the acceptor with the high-
.est reduction potential . The possibility of obtaining
different ratios of stable P700qFy and stableA
q y P700 F in the same sample at 25 K by varying theB
.temperature of illumination was considered as fur-
ther strong evidence against electron transfer between
w xF and F at low temperature 39 ; see also Section 5.A B
In view of the distances between the iron-sulphur
clusters, however, it seems unlikely that electron
transfer between F and F should be blocked whileA B
transfer from Fy to the distal cluster F should stillX AB2
 .occur at low temperature see Section 7.2.7 . There-
fore, I would like to put forward the following hy-
pothesis which takes into account the concept of
frozen conformational substates of proteins see Ref.
w x .68 for a review and is consistent with a dominating
linear electron transfer pathway as suggested by the
spatial arrangement of the iron-sulphur clusters:
Hypothesis 1. At very low temperature, PS I may
exist in a variety of frozen conformational substates
1 Presented, in preliminary form, at the Colloque Annuel de la
Societe Franc¸aise de Photobiologie, Paris, 8–10 November 1993.´ ´
which differ inter alia in the energy of the pairs
P700qFy and P700qFy. Electron transfer betweenA B
F and F would be possible in the direction ofA B
decreasing energy, so that stable P700qFy could beA
formed in those PS I complexes where P700qFy isA
energetically below P700qFy, and vice versa for theB
formation of stable P700qFy. The frozen distributionB
of conformational substates may vary between differ-
ent samples and treatments, giving rise to the ob-
served variation of the ratio between light-induced
P700qFy and P700qFy.A B
The same concept could also account for the ob-
servation that an important fraction of the PS I
complexes is unable to transfer electrons to F or FA B
at low temperature and undergoes mainly charge
q y recombination in the pair P700 A instead see1
.Section 5 . Assuming a distribution of energies also
for the states P700qAy and P700qFy, a fraction of1 X
PS I may be frozen in substates where P700qFy isX
energetically above P700qAy, so that only the latter1
pair could be formed and would decay by charge
recombination. Among the conformational substates
with P700qFy energetically below P700qAy, thereX 1
may be a fraction where P700qFy is even belowX
P700qFy and P700qFy, explaining the P700qFyA B X
charge recombination observed in a small fraction of
 .PS I see Section 5 .
The four cases described so far are schematically
presented in Fig. 14a–d note that the assignment of
 .F and F to the proximal F and distal clusterA B AB1
 . .F is not yet clear; see Section 6.2 . With respectAB2
to the possible width of the energetic spread of the
individual charge separated states, I would like to
mention a study on purple bacterial reaction centres
where a Gaussian width of 2sf100 meV was esti-
mated for the distribution of the free energy of the
w xprimary pair 189 . The kinetic effects of this distribu-
tion are relatively weak because the free energy gaps
for the electron transfer reactions involving the pri-
mary pair are larger than the energetic spread. For the
energetically closely spaced secondary electron trans-
fer reactions in PS I, however, a similar energetic
spread should give rise to a pronounced heterogeneity
at low temperature, as observed note that the average
energy levels of the states P700qFy, P700qFy andX A
P700qFy may be even more closely spaced at lowB
temperature than proposed in Figs. 11 and 12 for
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the suggested heterogeneity of secondary
electron transfer in PS I at very low temperature. The energy
levels and possible electron transfer steps are indicated for 5
 .selected conformational substates a, b, c, d, e . The shaded areas
represent the width of the distribution of the energy levels.
room temperature, because part of the stabilisation of
the reduced terminal acceptors by reorienting water
dipoles may be lost upon freezing; see Sections 6.2
.and 8.2 .
In addition to the ‘all or nothing’ effect described
so far, it is likely that the rates of the downhill
electron transfer reactions vary between different
conformational substates, because of the DG8 depen-
dence of the Franck-Condon factor, and because some
variation of the distances between the cofactors should
 .affect the electronic couplings see Section 7.1 . As
w xsuggested by Setif et al. 232 , a distribution of´
forward electron transfer rates competing with charge
recombination in the pairs P700qAy and P700qFy1 X
may explain the decrease of the efficiency of
P700qFy formation during a series of laser flashes atA
 .20 K see also Section 5 .
Finally, I would like to point out that according to
the rate predictions outlined in Sections 7.2.5 and
7.2.7, direct electron transfer from Fy to the distalX
cluster F should be faster than charge recombina-AB2
tion in the pair P700qFy. Hence, in PS I complexesX
frozen in substates where P700qFy is energeticallyX
below P700qFy , but above P700qFy , photo-AB1 AB2
 .reduction of F may be possible see Fig. 14e .AB2
This may also apply to PS I complexes where FAB1
 .was prereduced prior to freezing see Section 5 .
8.2. The transition from efficient photoreduction of
the terminal acceptors to secondary pair recombina-
tion and heterogeneity
An optical study of the photochemistry throughout
the temperature range from 300 to 77 K in the
 .presence of 65% vrv glycerol as a glass-forming
.cryoprotectant revealed a relatively sharp transition
around 170 K from long-lived charge separation in
all PS I complexes to a heterogeneous behavior where
about half of the complexes showed charge recom-
bination in the pair P700qAy with t f200 ms;1 1r2
the temperature of this transition was found to vary
with the composition of the suspension medium in a
way which suggested a correlation with the liquid to
w xglass transition of the medium 216 ; see Section 5. I
would like to propose the following mechanism by
which the liquid to glass transition of the suspension
medium might affect efficient forward electron trans-
fer beyond A .1
Hypothesis 2. For electron transfer to the terminal
acceptors which are close to the surface of the PS I
complex, reorientation of the electric dipoles in the
 .aqueous medium dielectric relaxation in response to
the change of the charge distribution in the protein
may provide a considerable energetic stabilisation of
the reduced acceptors. This stabilisation would be
 .lost when the medium forms a glass or ice , so that
electron transfer to the terminal acceptors should
become energetically less favourable or even un-
favourable.
The basic idea is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 15
for an intraprotein electron transfer reaction
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Fig. 15. Illustration of the suggested freezing effect on an in-
traprotein electron transfer reaction PqAyA “PqA Ay, whereI II I II
 .A but not A and P are located close to the surface of theII I
protein complex. x represents the nuclear co-ordinates of the
suspension medium which become fixed upon formation of a
glass or ice. All other nuclear co-ordinates are represented by y.
Left-hand panel: section along axis q through the energy min-
q y q y.ima of the states P A A and P A A , illustrating the ener-I II I II
getics of the electron transfer when the suspension medium is
X liquid. Right-hand panel: section along axis q through the
q y .energy minimum of the state P A A and keeping x constant ,I II
illustrating the energetics of the electron transfer when the sus-
pension medium has formed a glass or ice.
q y q y  .P A A “P A A , where A but not A and PI II I II II I
is assumed to be located close to the surface of the
protein complex. The energy hypersurfaces entropy
.changes were neglected for the sake of simplicity are
drawn as functions of two generalised nuclear co-
ordinates, x and y. x represents the co-ordinates
which are fixed when the suspension medium forms a
glass or ice in addition to co-ordinates of the suspen-
sion medium itself, x may comprise co-ordinates of
the protein surface which are stuck when the medium
.becomes rigid . At higher temperatures, when the
 .medium is liquid left-hand panel in Fig. 15 , x and
y can relax to the energy minimum of the state
PqA Ay, i.e., the nuclei can move along the axis q.I II
In the glassy or frozen state of the suspension medium
 .right-hand panel of Fig. 15 , however, x is fixed at
the value of the energy minimum of the state
PqAyA and only y can relax; hence, the nuclei canI II
only move along the axis qX, and the absolute energy
minimum of the state PqA Ay cannot be reached. InI II
the example of Fig. 15, electron transfer from Ay toI
A would therefore be energetically uphill at lowII
temperature. A similar situation may exist in PS I for
the electron transfer reactions beyond A . A is1 1
presumably well-shielded from the aqueous phase
 .see Sections 3.2.3 and 7.2.2 , but for F , F and F ,X A B
the dielectric relaxation of the suspension medium
might provide a significant stabilisation of the re-
duced form. Considering the location of the iron-
 .sulphur clusters within the PS I complex see Fig. 3 ,
it is likely that the stabilisation increases in the order
F , F , F . Therefore, an increase of DG8 isX AB1 AB2
expected for each of the electron transfer steps in the
sequence A “F “F “F , when the relax-1 X AB1 AB2
ation of the suspension medium is frozen out. This
effect, combined with some energetic spread between
 .different conformational substates see Section 8.1
may explain the inefficiency and heterogeneity of
electron transfer beyond A below the glass transition1
temperature of the suspension medium. The apparent
absence of such effects for primary charge separation
 .up to A may be due to a better shielding from the1
aqueous phase and to the larger free energy gaps, so
that these electron transfer steps remain well exer-
gonic when the relaxations of the suspension medium
are frozen out.
The two situations illustrated in Fig. 15 should be
considered as borderline cases where the dielectric
relaxation of the suspension medium is either much
 . faster left-hand panel or much slower right-hand
.panel than all other reactions which might compete
y with electron transfer from A to A as for exam-I II
q y.ple charge recombination between P and A . MoreI
complicated situations may arise when the relaxation
rate is comparable to competing reactions. To give an
idea of the relevant time scales, the dielectric relax-
ation time of pure glycerol expected glass transition
w x.at about 190 K 199 , is about 500 ms at 200 K, 300
w xms at 220 K and 3 ms at 240 K 48 . As a rough
 . estimation for 65% vrv glycerol in water glass
w x.transition at about 165 K 199 , these relaxation
times may be valid at about 175, 195 and 215 K,
respectively. One may speculate that the deviation
from a monoexponential reoxidation of Ay which set1
in at about 200 K upon cooling in the presence of
 .65% glycerol see Section 5 could be related to a
competition between the dielectric relaxation of the
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Fig. 16. Application of the principal underlying Fig. 15 to charge recombination in the secondary pair PqQy in purple bacterial reactionA
centres. Section along axis q: suspension medium liquid. Section along axis qX: sample frozen in the equilibrium configuration of the
state PQ . Section along axis qXX: sample frozen in the equilibrium configuration of the state PqQy. See text for further explanations.A A
medium and the 150 ms charge recombination in the
pair P700qAy.1
A presentation of energy hypersurfaces similar to
Fig. 15 may provide a simple qualitative explanation
of some features of the charge recombination in the
secondary pair PqQy in purple bacterial reactionA
centres. In Fig. 16, it was assumed that the dielectric
relaxation of the suspension medium contributes con-
q y siderably to the stabilisation of the state P Q noteA
that Q is presumably more exposed to the aqueousA
.phase than the secondary acceptor A in PS I . When1
the sample is frozen in the equilibrium conformation
 X .of the state PQ section along axis q in Fig. 16 ,A
the energy gap for the recombination should be larger
and the reorganisation energy smaller than at room
 .temperature section along axis q , as suggested re-
w xcently by Ortega et al. 192 . Interestingly, most of
the decrease of the reorganisation energy occurred
between 225 and 175 K, i.e., slightly above the glass
  .transition of the suspension medium 60% vrv
. w x w xglycerol in water 192 . Kleinfeld et al. 133 showed
that the PqQy recombination at 77 K was slower andA
deviated from a monoexponential decay, when the
reaction centres were cooled under illumination. They
suggested that the distribution of distances between P
and Q broadened and shifted to larger values com-A
.pared to reaction centres cooled in the dark . Accord-
ing to Fig. 16, one may alternatively suggest that the
sample was frozen in the conformation corresponding
to the energy minimum of the state PqQy, and that xA
could not relax during the recombination section
XX .along axis q in Fig. 16 . This implies a lower free
energy gap and hence a lower electron transfer rate
than for the sample cooled in the dark. The non-
monoexponential kinetics may reflect a distribution
of free energy gaps related to the distribution of
 .frozen conformational substates see Section 8.1 .
Finally, I would like to mention that the glass
transition of the solvent appears to have a pro-
nounced effect on the ligand rebinding kinetics of
myoglobin, presumably because the strong increase
of the viscosity of the solvent prohibits conforma-
w xtional relaxations of the protein 5,88 . If electron
transfer to the terminal acceptors of PS I were ac-
companied by large-scale conformational relaxations
of the protein complex, these could be prohibited in a
similar way due to the glass transition of the suspen-
sion medium. Such a direct viscosity effect could add
to the dielectric relaxation effect on electron transfer
suggested above.
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